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 1 Ceramics Report 

 

Ceramics Report 

50-72 Union Street, Pyrmont 

 

1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background1 

The excavation of 50-72 Union Street, Pyrmont, occurred between 28 November and 19 December 

2003.  The study area was located on a vacant lot of land on the northeast corner of Union and 

Edward Streets, Pyrmont.  The site itself sloped from east to west, with a major change of level 

where a roadway cut through the central area and fell away to the east.  The area had also been 

landscaped as part of the 2000 Olympics beautification program, with a row of large palm trees 

impacting upon the property boundary along Union Street. 

 

The study area had the potential to contain remains associated with Pyrmont’s nineteenth-century 

development.  This was hoped to include the remains of houses and other associated structures and 

archaeological deposits from the three street frontages within the study area - Union, Edward and 

Alma Streets.  It was hoped that evidence of the houses and the remains associated with their 

various occupants, such as underfloor deposits, cesspits, general rubbish deposits and perhaps some 

wells, would have survived the later 1920s construction of the Anchor Flour Mill and its 

subsequent demolition post-1982.  It was assumed, even before archaeological testing took place 

prior to excavation, that the demolition of the houses and the construction of the flour mill would 

have impacted upon the overall study area, with some sections of the area likely to have suffered 

moderate to high disturbance.  This disturbance became clearly evident once excavation began. 

 

The land within the study area was initially part of 55 acres granted to a Thomas Jones on 14 

March 1795.  Jones then sold it to Obedah Ikin in 1796, who in turn sold it to John Macarthur in 

1799.  The land was of limited use, with the rocky sandstone ridge forming a spine along the 

length of the peninsula, and it was not until the 1850s that large quantities of Pyrmont sandstone 

began to be quarried and quarrying became Pyrmont’s major industry.  Increasing numbers of 

workers, in all fields relating to the quarrying of sandstone, moved into the area, living in close 

proximity to their places of work.  In 1875 the Colonial Sugar Refinery moved from Chippendale 

to Pyrmont and in 1877 the Australian Tin Smelting Company set up operation on the western side 

of the sugar works.  New industries, such as the many woolstores and iron foundries, continued 

moving into Pyrmont during the 1870s and 1880s, with sandstone quarrying continuing to play a 

pivotal role within the area.  With the new industries and their associated growth in residential 

occupation becoming established in the area, it also became necessary to develop other facilities, 

such as churches and schools. 

 

Historical plans of the area indicate the growth of building on the site over a number of decades 

(Section 2, main report).  An 1842 map indicates only a few buildings present within the study 

area, as does an 1845 map and an 1850 plan (Main Report, Figs 2.10, 2.11, 2.12).  The 1865 

Trigonometrical survey of Sydney shows that considerable building had now occurred, along 

Edward, Alma and Union Streets, with the New York Family Hotel yet to be built (Fig. 2.13).  

Subdivision plans of the study area in 1885 showed that there were by now 25 separate buildings 

on the site, and most of these were houses, the lone exception being the New York Family Hotel.  

Between 1870 and 1900 the residents within the study area had various occupations, including 

shipbuilders, shipwrights, engineers, carpenters and boarding-house keepers. 

 

The outbreak of bubonic plague in 1900 resulted in the formation of the Sydney Harbour Trust 

which resumed all of Pyrmont and Ultimo’s foreshores.  Dredging of the Pyrmont Wharf and 

                                              
1 Background information regarding the site history comes from Casey & Lowe’s 2003 Archaeological 

Assessment. 
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Darling Harbour was undertaken as the harbour had been used as a rubbish dump by the nearby 

residents.  The study area was resumed by the Sydney Harbour Trust in 1896 as part of the Darling 

Harbour redevelopment scheme and sold as surplus land in 1900.  In 1918 it was acquired by the 

Gillespie brothers to erect a flour mill.  The Anchor Flour Mill was commissioned in 1921, and the 

complex covered the entire study area, with the exception of the extant New York Family Hotel 

located on the corner of Edward and Union Streets.  The complex consisted of the main mill 

building, associated wheat cleaning and flour warehouses, and 20 silos.  It was demolished after 

1982. 

 

1.2 Aims of Report 

This report was written according to guidance from the Excavation Director regarding areas and 

themes to concentrate on. These were: 

 Deposits featuring the highest incidence of ceramics, including those from underfloor 

deposits and cesspits, as well as deposits containing conjoining items and other individual 

items deemed unusual. 

 Evidence of children on site. 

 Teaware and tableware patterns. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

The methodology used to catalogue the ceramics was developed by Dr Mary Casey.2  The 

catalogue sheets contain the following information: an individual catalogue number for each 

artefact entry (ceramics were recorded using numbers #20001-#20664); the context number where 

the item was found; the shape of the item (cup, plate, etc); the general function attributed to the 

item (food, alcohol, household, etc); its specific function (teaware, tableware, serving, etc); fabric 

type (stoneware, fine earthenware, etc); vessel portion (whole, body, base, etc); type of decoration 

(Sponge, Salt Glaze, Blue Transfer Print, etc); pattern (“Asiatic Pheasants”, etc); country of 

manufacture; mark (ticked if basemark or inscription present); rim diameter (in millimetres); joins 

(context and catalogue number); minimum item count; number of fragments; weight; brief 

description (includes mark description and information on maker); from and to date; and box 

number(final location of item for storage). 

 

The minimum item count (MIC) was ascertained both by the individual catalogue number and the 

item number.  Where items were too small to determine much more than perhaps just the 

decoration, these fragments were grouped together within the one entry and listed as being from at 

least one item (1 MIC).  Catalogued items, which conjoined between contexts were only entered 

once under the ‘item’ column to avoid doubling up on numbers, with the number of fragments 

entered in all cases. 

 

Although a ceramic type series was not undertaken, the methodology used included a running 

pattern series that incorporates other sites excavated by Casey and Lowe Pty Ltd.  When a pattern 

could not be identified by name, a number was assigned to it and this was used every time it was 

found on either this or other sites, or until the pattern name was identified and then it was replaced 

on the database (ie, Blue Transfer Print 39).  This number appears on the catalogue sheets under 

‘pattern’. 

 

1.4 Authorship 

Rowan Ward wrote the substance of this report. 

                                              
2 Casey, Mary 2004  ‘Falling through the cracks: method and practice at the CSR site, Pyrmont’, 

Australasian Historical Archaeology, 21: 27-43. 
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2.0 Discussion / Overview 
 

2.1 Discussion/ Overview3 

The number of ceramic fragments recovered from across the site was 1529, reflecting a minimum 

item count (MIC) total of 608 individual items.  

 

 

Context MIC % 

No. 

Fragments % 

3202 8 1.3  15 1.0  

3203 2 0.3  2 0.1  

3204 2 0.3  3 0.2  

3205 4 0.7  4 0.3  

3206 1 0.2  1 0.1  

3208 3 0.5  3 0.2  

3209 2 0.3  2 0.1  

3210 7 1.2  15 1.0  

3211 44 7.2  87 5.7  

3212 8 1.3  36 2.4  

3214 1 0.2  1 0.1  

3215 9 1.5  9 0.6  

3217 2 0.3  3 0.2  

3218 17 2.8  20 1.3  

3219 7 1.2  12 0.8  

3221 2 0.3  2 0.1  

3223 47 7.7  53 3.5  

3226 2 0.3  2 0.1  

3229 11 1.8  26 1.7  

3230 26 4.3  39 2.6  

3231 48 7.9  75 4.9  

3232 9 1.5  27 1.8  

3236 1 0.2  1 0.1  

3400 197 32.4  636 41.6  

3406 47 7.7  99 6.5  

3414 101 16.6  356 23.3  

 608 100.0 1529 100.3 

Table 2.1: Ceramic counts within study area. Contexts in bold contain ceramics selected for detailed 

study. 

 

Given the impact of twentieth-century activities across much of the site, especially those relating to 

the 1920s construction of the Anchor Flour Mill which covered the entire study area, coupled with 

the relatively small number and very fragmentary nature of the majority of the ceramics recovered 

in the underfloor deposits, it was decided upon consultation with the Excavation Director that only 

those contexts featuring larger quantities of ceramics would be fully investigated. Ceramics 

selected for further study include those from underfloor deposits and materials relating to three 

cesspit fills.  

 

Context 3211 was assigned to the underfloor deposit in room 1 of house number 66 Union Street.  

This house, built by the early 1840s, was one of the earliest built in Union Street.  The room could 

only be partially excavated and the occupation deposit was more evident in the western half of the 

room.  This dark brown sandy silt, covering an area of 1700 x 7800mm and up to 60mm deep, was 

                                              
3 Information regarding contexts was taken from the site context sheets. 
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divided into grid squares for excavation and sieved.  It contained a total of 44 ceramic items (87 

fragments), representing just 7.2 percent of the total MIC ceramics found on the site. 

 

Context 3223 was assigned to a deposit within room 3 of house number 64 Union Street, which 

like house number 66 was also built by the early 1840s.  Both houses were two-storey buildings, 

with seven or eight rooms, and both were brick with shingle roofs.  Room 3 may not have been 

attached to the main house but was instead a closed in yard area between the back kitchen and the 

rest of the house.  The dark brown silty sand deposit was between 10 to 220mm deep. It was 

divided into grid squares for excavation and sieved.  It contained a total of 47 MIC ceramics (53 

fragments), representing 7.7 percent of the overall ceramic assemblage found on site. 

 

Context 3231 was also from a room within house number 64 Union Street, and was identified as 

the occupation deposit within room 4.  This only partially excavated dark black-brown silty sand 

deposit, measuring 60mm in depth, was excavated in 500mm grid squares and sieved.  It contained 

a total of 48 ceramics (75 fragments), representing 7.9 percent of the total MIC found. 

 

Context 3400 was the fill from a cesspit associated with 38/40 Edward Street.  This rectangular 

cesspit (3401), with its east wall cut by a wall from the later Anchor Flour Mill, was made of 

roughly cut sandstone blocks.  The fill within the cesspit consisted of a greyish-brown clay with 

charcoal fragments, sandstone rubble and some coal tar fragments.  The fill, up to 600mm deep, 

also contained a substantial amount of artefacts and was excavated in 5 spits, with the first spit 

being up to 200mm deep and the remaining 4 spits each being a uniform 100mm deep.  The fill 

contained a total of 197 MIC ceramics (636 fragments), the most found within any context across 

the site, and represented 32.4 percent of the total MIC ceramics found. 

 

Context 3406 was the lowermost fill within a cesspit associated with 31/33 Alma Street.  This 

rectangular cesspit (3409), constructed of extremely well cut sandstone blocks, featured three 

different fills, with the uppermost two containing no ceramics.  Fill 3408, above 3406, was 

between 1000 to 1200mm deep and was a yellowish sand containing sandstone and brick rubble 

which was used to fill the cesspit in preparation for toilet plumbing.  The uppermost fill, context 

3407, was associated with the installation of the toilets, with the remains of toilet bowls, sewerage 

pipes and a concrete slab in evidence.  The lower fill of 3406 was a black sandy clay deposit 

contained within the bottom 200 to 300mm of the cesspit.  Due to contamination from oily water 

and very strong odours, the fill was machine excavated and the artefacts then salvaged. A total of 

47 MIC ceramics (99 fragments) were retrieved from the fill, representing 7.7 percent of the total 

MIC ceramics found on site.   

 

Context 3414 was also the lowermost fill of a cesspit associated with 35/37 Alma Street.  The 

rectangular cesspit was again made of well shaped sandstone blocks and was 1.3 metres deep 

(3415).  The two uppermost fills also featured no ceramics (3413 and 3412).  Fill 3413, situated 

above 3414, was 1000 to 1200mm deep and was composed mostly of sandstone rubble.  This fill 

was used to raise the level of the cesspit interior to floor level in readiness for toilet installation.  

The upper fill layer of 3412, associated with the actual installation of the toilets, contained toilet 

sewer pipes and was between 50 to 300mm deep.  The original cess and rubbish fill of 3414 was a 

dark grey sandy deposit between 200 to 300mm deep which contained a total of 101 MIC ceramics 

(356 fragments), representing 16.6 percent of the total ceramics found.  Detailed discussion of 

these underfloor and cesspit fill deposits will occur in Section 3.0. 

 

The highest frequency of ceramics found on the site came from the cesspit fill associated with 

38/40 Edward Street (3400), with a total of 197 MIC ceramics representing 32.4 percent of the 

total assemblage.  The next highest concentration of ceramics came from contexts associated with 

64 Union Street, with a combined total number of 149 MIC ceramics, representing 24.5 percent of 
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the total site assemblage.  The majority of finds were recovered from occupation deposits in rooms 

3 and 4 (contexts 3223 and 3231).   

 

 

House Context MIC 

House 

Summary 
% 

Trench Fill 3219 7 7 1.2 

31/33 Alma 3406 47 47 7.7 

35/37 Alma 3414 101 101 16.6 

38/40 Edward 3400 197 197 32.4 

62 Union 3204 2   

 3212 8 10 1.6 

64 Union 3203 2   

 3209 2   

 3214 1   

 3217 2   

 3223 47   

 3229 11   

 3230 26   

 3231 48   

 3232 9   

 3236 1 149 24.5 

66 Union 3202 8   

 3205 4   

 3206 1   

 3208 3   

 3210 7   

 3211 44   

 3215 9   

 3218 17   

 3221 2   

 3226 2 97 16.0 

  608 608 100.0 

Table 2.2: Total ceramics associated with individual houses 

 

Ceramics from the cesspit fill at 35/37 Alma Street (3414) formed the third largest assemblage with 

101 (MIC) ceramics representing 16.6 percent of the total.  The total number of ceramics found in 

contexts associated with 66 Union Street (97) were the fourth largest household assemblage (16%), 

most of which were found in occupation deposits from room 1 (3211).  The 47 (MIC) ceramics 

from the cesspit fill associated with 31/33 Alma Street (3406), represented 7.7 percent of the site 

total and ten (MIC) ceramics recovered from 62 Union Street represent 1.6 percent of the 

assemblage.  Only seven ceramic items were recovered from the base fills of a test trench (3219) 

located at the eastern end of the site which represent just 1.2 percent of the total ceramic site 

assemblage.  

 

 

2.2 Conjoins 

A number of ceramics, 41 MIC in total, were found to conjoin between various squares and/or 

spits within individual contexts.  These 41 items were made up of 276 fragments.  The table below 

lists each of the 97 individual catalogue items that comprise the 41 MIC ceramic conjoins found 

within different contexts associated with particular houses or cesspit fills.   
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Context Cat # Spit 

Square 

Alpha 

Square 

Number House Room 

Vessel 

Number MIC #Items #Fragments Join 

3211 20031 1 A 3 66 1 large plate-1 1 1 2 

3211/2 A3 #20032; 3211/2 B2 

#20042 

3211 20032 2 A 3 66 1 large plate-1 0 0 1 

3211/1 A3 #20031; 3211/2 B2 

#20042 

3211 20042 2 B 2 66 1 large plate-1 0 0 2 

3211/1 A3 #20031; 3211/2 A3 

#20032 

3211 20065 1 F 1 66 1 ginger jar-1 1 1 11 3211/1 F3 #20066 

3211 20066 1 F 3 66 1 ginger jar-1 0 0 3 3211/1 F1 #20065 

3223 20144 1 A 4 64 3 saucer-1 1 1 1 3223/1 C1 #20154 

3223 20154 1 C 1 64 3 saucer-1 0 0 1 3223/1 A4 #20144 

3231 20214 1 A 6 64 4 small plate-1 1 1 1 

3231/1 D5 #20227; 3231/1 E5 

#20236 

3231 20227 1 D 5 64 4 small plate-1 0 0 2 

3231/1 A6 #20214; 3231/1 E5 

#20236 

3231 20236 1 E 5 64 4 small plate-1 0 0 9 

3231/1 A6 #20214; 3231/1 D5 

#20227 

3232 20264 1 P 1 64 1 plate-1 1 1 7 

3232/1 P2 #20267; 3232/1 P3 

#20270 

3232 20267 1 P 2 64 1 plate-1 0 0 2 

3232/1 P1 #20264; 3232/1 P3 

#20270 

3232 20270 1 P 3 64 1 plate-1 0 0 2 

3232/1 P1 #20264; 3232/1 P2 

#20267 

3400 20279 1   38/40  pot-1 1 1 2 3400/4 #20500 

3400 20304 1   38/40  poe-1 1 1 1 3400/2 #20398; 3400/3 #20453 

3400 20306 1   38/40  saucer-2 1 1 1 3400/3 #20451 

3400 20321 1   38/40  saucer-3 1 1 5 3400/3 #20434 

3400 20326 1   38/40  saucer-4 1 1 4 3400/3 #20435 

3400 20329 1   38/40  saucer-5 0 0 1 3400/2 #20391 

3400 20330 1   38/40  small plate-2 1 1 6 3400/2 #20389 

3400 20335 1   38/40  cup-1 1 1 3 3400/3 #20420 

3400 20337 1   3840  wash basin-1 0 0 1 3400/3 #20449 

3400 20339 1   38/40  jug-1 1 1 8 3400/4 #20502 

3400 20340 1   38/40  poe-2 1 1 12 3400/4 #20513; 3400/5 #20516 

3400 20341 1   38/40  bowl-1 1 1 3 

3400/2 #20471; 3400/4 #20495; 

3400/5 #20515 

3400 20346 1   38/40  small plate-3 1 1 3 3400/3 #20463 

3400 20347 1   38/40  plate-2 1 1 4 3400/2 #20401 

3400 20350 1   38/40  plate-3 1 1 7 3400/2 #20405; 3400/3 #20464 

3400 20351 1   38/40  

asparagus 

dish-1 1 1 1 3400/2 #20404; 3400/3 #20466 

3400 20352 1   38/40  plate-4 1 1 3 3400/2 #20407 

3400 20354 1   38/40  plate-5 0 0 1 

3400/2 #20408; 3400/3 #20467; 

3400/4 #20509 

3400 20356 1   38/40  saucer-6 0 0 1 3400/2 #20411; 3400/3 #20457 

3400 20363 1   38/40  platter-1 1 1 3 3400/3 #20448; 3400/4 #20491 

3400 20364 1   38/40  

breakfast 

cup-1 1 1 3 3400/3 #20447 

3400 20367 1   38/40  

vegetable 

dish-1 1 1 5 3400/2 #20413; 3400/3 #20455 

3400 20369 1   38/40  plate-6 1 1 4 3400/2 #20397; 3400/3 #20452 

3400 20370 1   38/40  soup plate-1 1 1 5 3400/4 #20503 

3400 20373 2   38/40  black bottle-1 0 0 1 3400/3 #20416 

3400 20389 2   38/40  small plate-2 0 0 2 3400/1 #20330 

3400 20390 2   38/40  

sauce tureen-

1 1 1 1 3400/3 #20437 

3400 20391 2   38/40  saucer-5 1 1 2 3400/1 #20329 

3400 20397 2   38/40  plate-6 0 0 1 3400/1 #20369; 3400/3 #20452 

3400 20398 2   38/40  poe-1 0 0 6 3400/1 #20304; 3400/3 #20453 

3400 20401 2   38/40  plate-2 0 0 2 3400/1 #20347 

3400 20404 2   38/40  

asparagus 

dish-1 0 0 1 3400/1 #20351; 3400/3 #20466 

3400 20405 2   38/40  plate-3 0 0 2 3400/1 #20350; 3400/3 #20464 

Context Cat # Spit 

Square 

Alpha 

Square 

Number House Room 

Vessel 

Number MIC #Items #Fragments Join 
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3400 20407 2   38/40  plate-4 0 0 1 3400/1 #20352 

3400 20408 2   38/40  plate-5 1 1 2 

3400/4 #20509; 3400/1 #20354; 

3400/3 #20467 

3400 20409 2   38/40  plate-7 1 1 3 3400/3 #20468 

3400 20410 2   38/40  poe-3 1 1 4 3400/4 #20510 

3400 20411 2   38/40  saucer-6 1 1 2 3400/1 #20356; 3400/3 #20457 

3400 20413 2   38/40  

vegetable 

dish-1 0 0 4 3400/1 #20367; 3400/3 #20455 

3400 20414 2   38/40  saucer-7 1 1 1 3400/3 #20456 

3400 20416 3   38/40  black bottle-1 1 1 3 3400/2 #20373 

3400 20420 3   38/40  cup-1 0 0 1 3400/1 #20335 

3400 20425 3   38/40  small plate-4 1 1 1 3400/4 #20488 

3400 20434 3   38/40  saucer-3 0 0 3 3400/1 #20321 

3400 20435 3   38/40  saucer-4 0 0 2 3400/1 #20326 

3400 20437 3   38/40  

sauce tureen-

1 0 0 1 3400/2 #20390 

3400 20447 3   38/40  

breakfast 

cup-1 0 0 1 3400/1 #20364 

3400 20448 3   38/40  platter-1 0 0 2 3400/1 #20363; 3400/4 #20491 

3400 20449 3   38/40  wash basin-1 1 1 9 3400/1 #20337 

3400 20451 3   38/40  saucer-2 0 0 1 3400/1 #20306 

3400 20452 3   38/40  plate-6 0 0 2 3400/1 #20369; 3400/2 #20397 

3400 20453 3   38/40  poe-1 0 0 3 3400/1 #20304; 3400/2 #20398 

3400 20455 3   38/40  

vegetable 

dish-1 0 0 2 3400/1 #20367; 3400/2 #20413 

3400 20456 3   38/40  saucer-7 0 0 1 3400/2 #20414 

3400 20457 3   38/40  saucer-6 0 0 1 3400/1 #20356, 3400/2 #20411 

3400 20459 3   38/40  cup-2 1 1 4 3400/4 #20507 

3400 20463 3   38/40  small plate-3 0 0 1 3400/1 #20346 

3400 20464 3   38/40  plate-3 0 0 2 3400/1 #20350; 3400/2 #20405 

3400 20466 3   38/40  

asparagus 

dish-1 0 0 2 3400/1 #20351; 3400/2 #20404 

3400 20467 3   38/40  plate-5 0 0 3 

3400/1 #20354; 3400/2 #20408; 

3400/4 #20509 

3400 20468 3   38/40  plate-7 0 0 1 3400/2 #20409 

3400 20470 3   38/40  cup-3 1 1 8 3400/4 #20496 

3400 20471 3   38/40  bowl-1 0 0 1 

3400/1 #20341; 3400/4 #20495; 

3400/5 #20515 

3400 20474 3   38/40  saucer-8 1 1 3 3400/4 #20492 

3400 20477 3   38/40  

breakfast 

cup-2 1 1 3 3400/4 #20504 

3400 20479 3   38/40  saucer-9 1 1 4 3400/4 #20497 

3400 20480 3   38/40  cup-4 1 1 3 3400/4 #20498 

3400 20488 4   38/40  small plate-4 0 0 1 3400/3 #20425 

3400 20491 4   38/40  platter-1 0 0 1 3400/1 #20363; 3400/3 #20448 

3400 20492 4   38/40  saucer-8 0 0 2 3400/3 #20474 

3400 20495 4   38/40  bowl-1 0 0 1 

3400/1 #20341; 3400/3 #20471; 

3400/5 #20515 

3400 20496 4   38/40  cup-3 0 0 3 3400/3 #20470 

3400 20497 4   38/40  saucer-9 0 0 2 3400/3 #20479 

3400 20498 4   38/40  cup-4 0 0 1 3400/3 #20480 

3400 20500 4   38/40  pot-1 0 0 5 3400/1 #20279 

3400 20502 4   38/40  jug-1 0 0 9 3400/1 #20339 

3400 20503 4   38/40  soup plate-1 0 0 1 3400/1 #20370 

3400 20504 4   38/40  

breakfast 

cup-2 0 0 3 3400/3 #20477 

3400 20507 4   38/40  cup-2 0 0 1 3400/3 #20459 

3400 20509 4   38/40  plate-5 0 0 2 

3400/1 #20354; 3400/2 #20408; 

3400/3 # 20467 

3400 20510 4   38/40  poe-3 0 0 1 3400/2 #20410 

3400 20513 4   38/40  poe-2 0 0 5 3400/1 #20340; 3400/5 #20516 

3400 20515 5   38/40  bowl-1 0 0 2 

3400/1 #20341; 3400/3 #20471; 

3400/4 #20495 

3400 20516 5   38/40  poe-2 0 0 2 3400/1 #20340; 3400/4 #20513 
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Table 2.3: Catalogue items with conjoins between contexts 

 

Red = underfloor deposit in room 1 of 66 Union Street.   

Blue = occupation deposits in rooms 1, 3 and 4 of 64 Union Street. 

Black = fill in cesspit 3401 associated with 38/40 Edward Street. 

 

Five of the items were from occupation deposits located within individual rooms of houses and 

were found to conjoin with sherds from either neighbouring grid squares or from different spits 

within the same room. The conjoining items were only catalogued separately because of the 

excavation methodology used and not because the contexts themselves belonged to different 

deposits or phases.  These five items were found in context 3211 of 66 Union Street and contexts 

3223, 3231 and 3232 of 64 Union Street. The remaining 36 MIC conjoining items were all from 

the cesspit fill associated with 38/40 Edward Street (3400), occurring within different spits of the 

same fill. These were also catalogued separately, due to the excavation methodology used and not 

because they were from different fills or depositional episodes. 
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3.0 Analysis of Contexts 
 

3.1 Context 3211 

Context 3211, the underfloor deposit in the partially excavated room 1 of house 66 Union Street, 

contained a total MIC of 44 items (87 fragments).  The house was built by the early 1840s and the 

occupation deposit within this room was more evident in the western half. 

 

Of the 44 items recovered from this underfloor deposit, only three featured identifiable patterns, 

two being transfer prints and the third a moulded pattern.   

 

 

Cat # Pattern Name Shape Decoration From To MIC 3211 

20043 Aladdin plate-small blktp 1846  1 

20052 Patras bowl bltp 1828 1843 1 

20031/20032/20042 Flower Garden Border plate large wgl mou 1880  1 

      3 

Table 3.1: Identified patterns in context 3211 

 

The black transfer-printed small plate with “Aladdin” pattern was located in square B2, spit 2 

(#20043).  This pattern was first registered by John Ridgway in 1846.  The blue transfer-printed 

“Patras” pattern bowl was located in square C2, spit 1 (#20052), and was attributed to Wood & 

Challinor of Brownhills, Tunstall, dating between c1828 to 1843.  The white-glazed and moulded 

semi-vitreous fine earthenware “Flower Garden Border” pattern large plate was found with 

conjoining sherds in neighbouring grid squares and also within different spits of the same square 

(Table 2.3).  The five sherds were found within square A3, spits 1 and 2 (#20031 and #20032), 

and also in square B2, spit 2 (#20042).  This pattern was first made by W.H. Grindley of Tunstall 

post-1880.  The presence of these three mid and later nineteenth-century identified patterns reflects 

a deposit that was probably accumulating over a number of decades, hardly surprising given the 

house was built by the early 1840s and was still occupied into the twentieth century. 

 

The range of decorative types recovered within this deposit, coupled with the above discussed 

identified transfer-printed patterns, indicated an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth 

century.  The lack of wares also commonly identified on archaeological sites with earlier 

nineteenth-century deposits, such as lead-glazed, creamware, shell-edged ware, pearlware and 

Chinese export porcelain further supports this view.   

 

 

Decoration MIC 3211 % 

bl flow 1 2.3 

blktp 1 2.3 

bltp 5 11.4 

glazed 1 2.3 

grntp 1 2.3 

hp 2 4.5 

ppl tp 1 2.3 

selfslip 3 6.8 

wgl 8 18.2 

wgl mou 1 2.3 

wgl gilt 9 20.5 

ww 9 20.5 

hp gild 1 2.3 
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sprigg 1 2.3 

 44 100.3 

Table 3.2: Range of decorative types in context 3211 

 

The fourteen decorative types represented within this deposit are fairly indicative of the wide range 

of wares readily available to the consumer at this time, especially from the mid nineteenth century 

onwards.  Although four types of decoration were the most predominant, represented by 31 items 

(70.6% of the deposit), including the ever-popular blue transfer print, white-glazed bone china and 

semi-vitreous fine earthenware, gilded bone china and plain whiteware, the presence of transfer 

prints in colours such as black, green and purple, as well as the presence of blue flow ware and 

sprigged bone china, indicated an assemblage that, although relatively small, still showed that a 

wide choice in the variety of decorative wares was available within the marketplace. 

 

The 44 ceramic items recovered from this underfloor deposit reflected a typically domestic 

household environment, with identified items relating to the consumption of food particularly 

dominant.   

 

 

Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3211 

garden pot selfslip 3 

store ginger jar glazed 1 

tblw bowl bltp 1 

 egg cup wgl gilt 1 

 plate ww 1 

 plate large wgl mou 1 

 plate-small blktp 1 

tea cup bltp 2 

  wgl 1 

  wgl gilt 2 

 saucer sprigg 1 

  wgl gilt 5 

  hp 2 

  ww 1 

  hp gild 1 

unid unid bl flow 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  grntp 1 

  wgl gilt 1 

  bltp 2 

  ww 7 

  wgl 7 

   44 

Table 3.3: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3211 

 

Teaware-related items are the most predominant functional vessel type identified within this 

assemblage, with cups (5 MIC) and saucers (10 MIC) totalling 15 items, representing 34.1 percent 

of the total.  Decorative types usually associated with fine bone china, and commonly identified 

with teaware items, are evident here in the cups and saucers, in the forms of plain white-glazed, 

white-glazed and gilded, sprigged, handpainted and handpainted and gilded.  A white-glazed and 

gilded bone china egg cup was catalogued under the function of tableware (#20039), however this 

shape was also commonly included in tea and breakfast sets. Because of this particular example’s 

fabric and decorative type, it could also be included within the teaware category.  The fact that 

items associated with the consumption of food were the most predominant here, within both 
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teaware and tableware categories, is a reflection of both the finer fabric (bone china) and the fact 

that their constant everyday usage made them susceptible to breakage. 

 

It should be noted here that the high number of items that could not be identified, either by function 

or shape, representing 45.4 percent of the assemblage (20 MIC), was due to the very small size 

and fragmentary nature of the underfloor deposit and the use of wet sieving to retrieve artefacts.  

The remaining two identified functions represented within this assemblage, and again typically 

associated with a household environment, were storage and garden. 

 

Two items within this deposit were found to have conjoins.  The white-glazed and moulded 

“Flower Garden Border” pattern plate has been mentioned earlier, found in different spits within 

the same square and also in another square.  The second item that had conjoining sherds was a 

glazed fine stoneware Chinese ginger jar, found with 11 sherds in square F1, spit 1 (#20065), and 

3 sherds in square F3, spit 1 (#20066). 

 

 

3.2 Context 3223 

Context 3223, the occupation deposit from Room 3 of 64 Union Street, contained a total of 47 

items (53 fragments).  Like 66 Union Street, this house was also built by the early 1840s.  It was 

thought that this room may have instead been an enclosed yard area located between the back 

kitchen and the rest of the house. 

 

Only 4 items featured any identifiable patterns, with two blue transfer-printed patterns identified on 

four individual items.   

 

 

Cat # Pattern Name Decoration Shape From To MIC 3223 

20163 Gem bltp plate 1851 1893 1 

20157 Willow bltp plate 1810  1 

20148    1840  1 

20162   cup 1840  1 

      4 

Table 3.4: Identified transfer-printed patterns in context 3223 

 

Both the “Gem” and “Willow” transfer-printed patterns are very commonly found in 

archaeological assemblages, being especially ubiquitous within those dating from the mid 

nineteenth century onwards.  The “Gem” pattern plate was located in square D1, spit 1 (#20163), 

and was attributed to the manufacturer Samuel Barker & Son, dating from between 1851 to 1893.  

The “Willow” pattern was produced by numerous potteries, as it still is today, making it readily 

accessible and affordable to the consumer, as well as ensuring broken items could be easily 

replaced.  None of the items were basemarked, and the different “Willow” pattern dates here refer 

to the fabric on which they occurred, with the fine earthenware item dating from c1810 onwards 

(#20157), and the semi-vitreous fine earthenware fabric dating from c1840 onwards (#20148 and 

#20162). 

 

Fifteen decorative types were identified within this deposit with the range once again indicative of 

an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth century.  Once again the lack of any wares 

commonly associated with earlier deposits, such as pearlware, lead-glazed, creamware and Chinese 

export porcelain supports this view, hardly surprising given that the house was not built until the 

1840s.   
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Decoration MIC 3223 % 

banded 1 2.1  

bltp 8 17.0  

brntp 2 4.3  

hp 5 10.6  

ppl tp 2 4.3  

redtp 1 2.1  

rock gl 1 2.1  

salt gl 2 4.3  

selfslip 2 4.3  

sprigg 1 2.1  

tp gild 1 2.1  

wgl 11 23.4  

wgl gilt 1 2.1  

wgl mou 1 2.1  

ww 8 17.0  

 47 99.9 

Table 3.5: Range of decorative types in context 3223 

 

Although the number of ceramics was relatively small, the 15 decorative types represented were 

highly indicative of the steadily increasing range of wares available from the mid nineteenth 

century onwards.  Four decorative types were the most predominant, reflecting both their overall 

popularity and also perhaps their higher rate of use, and therefore higher potential for breakage, of 

these particular wares.  The fineness of the fabric would also be a factor, with fine bone china 

being more susceptible to breakage than the more sturdy stoneware, earthenware and semi-vitreous 

fine earthenware fabrics.  Blue transfer print, handpainted bone china, white-glazed bone china and 

whiteware were on a combined total of 32 items (68%), however the presence of transfer prints in 

other colours, such as brown, purple and red, along with banded ware, sprigged bone china and 

gilded bone china is also indicative of the wider variety of wares accessible to the consumer if 

desired. 

 

The 47 ceramic items recovered from this occupation deposit again reflected a typically domestic 

household environment, with identified items relating to the consumption of food dominating the 

deposit.   

 

 
Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3223 

cont bottle salt gl 1 

 jar salt gl 1 

garden pot selfslip 2 

tblw plate bltp 3 

  brntp 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  ww 1 

 plate-small banded 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  wgl mou 1 

tea cup bltp 1 

  hp 2 

  wgl gilt 1 

  ww 1 

 saucer bltp 2 

  brntp 1 

  hp 2 
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  sprigg 1 

  wgl 3 

 sugar bowl tp gild 1 

 teapot bltp 1 

unid unid bltp 1 

  hp 1 

  redtp 1 

  rock gl 1 

  wgl 8 

  ww 6 

   47 

Table 3.6: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3223 

 

Just like in context 3211, items related to the function of teaware are again the most predominant, 

with cups (2), saucers (9), a sugar bowl (1) and teapot (1) totalling 16 items and representing 34 

percent of the total. Decorative types associated with fine bone china, and commonly identified 

with teaware items, are evident here in the forms of plain white-glazed, white-glazed and gilded, 

sprigged, handpainted, and transfer-printed and gilded types.  None of the tableware-related items 

(plates and small plates), were in bone china, but instead were in the more durable fabrics of fine 

earthenware and semi-vitreous fine earthenware.  The dominance of items within the 

archaeological record that are directly associated with the consumption of food is to be expected 

within a household deposit, where items used every day, and indeed more than once in a day, are 

susceptible to accidental knocks and breakages. 

 

It should again be noted here that the high number of items that could not be identified, either by 

function or shape, representing 38.2 percent of the assemblage (18 MIC), was due to the 

fragmentary nature of the artefacts within the deposit and the use of wet sieving for artefact 

retrieval.  The remaining two identified functions represented within this assemblage were those of 

container and garden, again typically associated with a household environment. 

 

One item was found within this deposit featuring conjoining sherds in different grid squares.  A 

sherd of brown transfer-printed semi-vitreous fine earthenware saucer was found in square A4, spit 

1 (#20144), conjoining with another sherd in square C1, spit 1 (#20154). 

 

 

3.3 Context 3231 

Context 3231 contained a total of 48 items (75 fragments), and was identified as the occupation 

deposit in room 4 of house number 64 Union Street. The deposit was removed in grid squares and 

sieved, however a modern concrete pier in the southwest of the room meant that this deposit was 

only partially excavated.  

 

Only two items featured any identifiable patterns, with two different transfer-printed patterns 

identified on the individual items.   
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Cat # Pattern Name Decoration Shape From To MIC 3231 

20244 Maltese Scroll ppl tp plate 1862 1882 1 

20242 Rhine blktp plate 1845  1 

      2 

Table 3.7: Identified transfer-printed patterns in context 3231 

The “Maltese Scroll” pattern plate was found in square F3, spit1 (#20244), and was attributed to 

the manufacturer Pinder, Bourne & Co, dating from between 1862 to 1882.4  The “Rhine” pattern 

plate, a pattern popularly found on many Sydney historical excavations, is thought to have 

originated in c1845 and was widely copied and produced by many potteries throughout the 

Victorian era.5  The example here was also found in square F3, spit 1 (#20242). 

 

A range of 13 ceramic decorative types were identified within this deposit, with the variety once 

again indicative of an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth century.  The lack of any 

wares commonly associated with earlier nineteenth-century deposits, such as pearlware, lead-

glazed, creamware and Chinese export porcelain supports this view, just as was the case with the 

ceramics from the previously discussed context 3223 from room 3.   

 

 

Decoration MIC 3231 % 

bl flow 1 2.1 

blk flow 1 2.1 

blktp 4 8.3 

bltp 4 8.3 

brntp 2 4.2 

hp 1 2.1 

mou hp 1 2.1 

ppl tp 1 2.1 

sprigg 5 10.4 

wgl 14 29.2 

wgl gilt 3 6.3 

wgl mou 1 2.1 

ww 10 20.8 

 48 100.1 

Table 3.8: Range of decorative types in context 3231 

 

Although the number of ceramics here was again relatively small, the 13 decorative types 

recovered were still indicative of the range of wares available within the marketplace, particularly 

from the mid nineteenth century onwards. White-glazed bone china was the most commonly 

represented ware recovered here, on 14 items, followed by the equally plain whiteware 

earthenware, on 10 items.  These two wares alone represented 50 percent of the decorative types 

found here.  Although these two plain wares dominated this small collection, other more decorative 

ware types, represented in smaller numbers, indicated that a wider variety of wares was also 

available at this time.  Transfer prints were available in a variety of colours, including blue, black, 

brown and green, along with the related blue and black flow wares.  Sprigged bone china was a 

popular teaware-related decorative style, as was white-glazed and gilded bone china. The relatively 

high proportion of decorated fine bone china, in the combined forms of sprigged, white glazed, and 

white-glazed and gilded wares, may be an indicator that this fabric was simply more susceptible to 

breakage and not that it was more popular, or used more regularly, than other forms of ware. 

                                              
4 Erskine 2003:73 
5 Furniss, Wagner & Wagner 1999:110 
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The 48 items ceramics recovered from this occupation deposit again reflected a typically domestic 

environment, with identified shapes relating to the consumption of food, particularly teaware items, 

being predominant.   

 

 

Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3231 

orna figurine mou hp 1 

serve jug hp 1 

tblw egg cup sprigg 1 

  wgl 1 

 plate blktp 3 

  ppl tp 1 

tea breakfast cup bl flow 1 

 cup brntp 2 

  wgl 3 

  wgl gilt 1 

  wgl mou 1 

  ww 4 

 jug, milk/cream wgl gilt 1 

 saucer blk flow 1 

  bltp 1 

  sprigg 3 

tea saucer wgl 2 

  wgl gilt 1 

  ww 1 

tea/tblw plate,small sprigg 1 

unid unid blktp 1 

  bltp 3 

  wgl 8 

  ww 5 

   48 

Table 3.9: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3231 

 

The 22 items identified as teaware-related comprised 46.1 per cent of the assemblage, with cups 

(including a breakfast cup), saucers, and a milk/creamer jug identified as being specifically 

associated with the function of teaware.  The single item catalogued here with the function of 

teaware/tableware was a sprigged bone china small plate with conjoining sherds found across three 

grid squares within room 4 (#20214, #20227, #20236).  Given the fabric, shape and decorative 

type of this particular item, it is probable that it was part of a tea or breakfast set and not a 

tableware item.  The same is probably true of the two egg cups, identified at the time of 

cataloguing as tableware items, however also commonly included in tea and breakfast sets.  Both 

these egg cups were bone china, with one plain white-glazed (#20220) and the other sprigged 

(#20251). 

 

The fact that items associated with the consumption of food were again the most predominant here 

(60.8%), within both teaware and tableware categories, reflected both the finer fabric of some 

items (bone china) and the fact that items used in everyday household situations made them far 

more susceptible to breakage than items used only occasionally or those which had a purely 

decorative function.  One such ornamental item was identified within this assemblage, in the shape 

of a small handpainted and moulded bone china figurine (#20243).  The male figure, leaning on a 

tree stump, had a remnant height of 35mm (head missing).  Once again, it should also be noted, 
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that the presence of 17 unidentified items, representing 35.5 percent of the assemblage, was due to 

the fragmentary nature of the deposit and the use of wet sieving. 

 

One item was found within this deposit featuring conjoining sherds across three different grid 

squares (Table 2.3).  A purple sprigged fine bone china small plate featured a sherd in square A6, 

spit 1 (#20214), another two conjoining sherds in square D5, spit 1 (#20227), and nine conjoining 

sherds in square E5, spit 1 (#20236). 

 

 

3.4 Context 3400 

Context 3400 contained a total of 197 ceramic items (636 fragments) and was the fill from a cesspit 

associated with 38/40 Edward Street.  This rectangular cesspit was made of roughly cut sandstone 

blocks (3401).  The fill within the cesspit contained a substantial amount of artefacts and was 

excavated in 5 spits. 

 

A total of 21 identified patterns were recovered within this cesspit fill, on 52 individual items and 

in a variety of decorative types including transfer print, flow ware, clobbered, and white-glazed 

and moulded.   

 

 

Cat # Pattern Name Decoration Shape From To MIC 3400 

20343 Albion bltp plate 1858 1937 1 

20347/20401 Asiatic Pheasants bltp plate 1850  1 

20462    1850  1 

20346/20463   plate-small 1860 1905 1 

20400   platter 1850  1 

20386 Athena Shape wgl mou cup 1865  1 

20426   saucer 1865  1 

20385    1865  1 

20353 Chantilly bltp cup c1860 1884 1 

20352/20407   plate c1860 1884 1 

20354/20408/20467/20509    c1860 1884 1 

20409/20468    c1860 1884 1 

20355    c1860 1884 1 

20410/20510   poe c1860 1884 1 

20351/20404/20466 Corsina bltp asparagus dish c1860 1884 1 

20406   plate c1860 1884 1 

20465    c1860 1884 1 

20350/20405/20464    c1860 1884 1 

20508    c1860 1884 1 

20367/20413/20455  brntp vegetable dish c1860 1884 1 

20461 Etruscan bltp breakfast cup 1873 1879 1 

20365    1873 1879 1 

20357  brntp breakfast cup 1873 1879 1 

20477/20504    1873 1879 1 

20412    1873 1879 1 

20356/20411/20457   saucer 1873 1879 1 

20395 Fibre blktp cup 1840  1 

20459/20507  bltp cup 1840  1 

20460   plate,small 1840  1 

20394  grntp saucer 1830  1 
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20345 Gem bltp plate 1851 1893 1 

20344    1851 1893 1 

20402    1851 1893 1 

20403    1851 1893 1 

20369/20397/20452 Gipsy blktp plate 1830  1 

20363/20448/20491 Granville bl flow platter 1845 1858 1 

20319 Nosegay wgl mou breakfast cup 1862 1891 1 

20358 Rhine blktp plate 1845  1 

20307 Scutari ppl flow dish 1845 1858 1 

20370/20503 Sharon Arch wgl mou soup plate 1861  1 

20304/20398/20453 Sydenham blktp poe c1860 1884 1 

20454 Sydney brntp cup c1860 1884 1 

20481  ppl tp plate c1860 1884 1 

20368 The Combatants brntp plate-small 1830  1 

20478 The Musicians blktp plate-small 1830  1 

20340/20513/20516 Verona clobb poe 1851 1862 1 

20338 Vine Leaf blk flow plate 1851 1861 1 

20348 Willow bltp plate 1810  1 

20399    1865 1886 1 

20458    1810  1 

20506    1810  1 

20349    1810  1 

      52 

Table 3.10: Identified patterns in context 3400 

 

The majority of the identified patterns recovered here are those commonly found within other 

archaeological assemblages with deposits dating from the mid nineteenth century onwards.  Such 

transfer-printed patterns as “Albion”, “Asiatic Pheasants”, “Chantilly”, “Corsina”, “Fibre”, 

“Gem”, “Rhine”, “Sydney” and “Willow, together with the white-glazed and moulded “Athena 

Shape” and “Nosegay” patterns, have all been found on many other historical excavations within 

Sydney.  The popular patterns of “Asiatic Pheasants”, “Fibre”, “Rhine” and “Willow” were made 

by numerous potteries, thus ensuring both their availability within the marketplace at extremely 

affordable and competitive prices as well as their availability over a long period of time which 

made replacements of broken items easily attainable. 

 

The presence of conjoins between a number of the identified patterns within different excavated 

spits of this fill indicated that the items were discarded in the one depositional episode and not over 

a lengthy period of time.  This is not surprising as no noticeable differences were identified within 

the cesspit fill. To provide some vertical control within this relatively deep deposit, spits of either 

100mm or 200mm were arbitrarily assigned as part of the archaeological excavation methodology. 

The identified conjoining patterned items numbered 17 in total (MIC) and included “Asiatic 

Pheasants” (2) “Chantilly” (4), “Corsina” (3), “Etruscan” (2), “Fibre” (1), “Gipsy” (1), 

“Granville” (1), “Sharon Arch” (1), “Sydenham” (1), and “Verona” (1). 

 

The four transfer-printed patterns of “Chantilly”, “Corsina”, “Sydenham” and “Sydney” are 

attributed to the one manufacturer, John Thomson (& Sons) of Glasgow, Scotland.  These patterns, 

occurring here on a total of 15 items, are often found within deposits dating from between the mid 

to late nineteenth century.  The patterns are particularly used on items associated with tea and 

tableware services where matching tea and dining wares were desirable.  Thomson’s ceramics were 

imported into Australia in large quantities from the middle of the nineteenth century in the wake of 

increasing customer demand for his wares.  Wilson states that by the 1850s many Scottish 

manufacturers were targeting the Australian market and that most of their production output was 
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exported here.  Thomson’s “Sydney” pattern may be seen as part of this direct marketing drive, 

appealing to particular Australian associations.6 

Two of the identified patterns in particular appear to have been used solely for teaware, these being 

the commonly found “Fibre” pattern (4) and the lesser known “Etruscan” pattern (6).  The popular 

“Fibre” pattern has been found on many other excavated Sydney sites on teaware-related items 

only.7  The “Etruscan” pattern, identified here on breakfast cups and saucers, in blue and brown 

transfer-printed examples, has been recorded on another Sydney excavation site again only on 

teaware items.8  It is also the “Etruscan” pattern that indicated that this cesspit fill occurred post-

1873 at the earliest, with two of the breakfast cups featuring the remains of the manufacturer’s 

basemark.  A blue transfer-printed cup (#20365) and a brown transfer-printed cup 

(#20477/#20504) both had the remains of a particular basemark identified with the manufacturer 

Hancock and Whittingham, of Stoke, dating from between 1873 to 1879. 

 

The 21 identified patterns are indicative of the wide variety of decorative types available within the 

marketplace, with various colours of transfer print (blue, brown, black, green and purple) and flow 

ware (blue, black and purple) available, along with clobbered and white-glazed and moulded 

wares.  The full variety of decorative wares available to the consumer at this time is further 

indicated by the overall range represented by the entire ceramic assemblage within the cesspit fill.   

 

 

Decoration MIC 3400 % 

banded 16 8.1  

bl flow 2 1.0  

blk flow 2 1.0  

blktp 9 4.6  

bltp 30 15.2  

bristol gl 1 0.5  

brntp 9 4.6  

clobb 3 1.5  

gl mou 1 0.5  

grnflow 1 0.5  

grntp 3 1.5  

hp 6 3.0  

hp gild 1 0.5  

lead gl 2 1.0  

ppl flow 1 0.5  

ppl tp 9 4.6  

rock gl 2 1.0  

salt gl 13 6.6  

selfslip 2 1.0  

sponge 6 3.0  

sprigg 14 7.1  

tp gild 1 0.5  

wgl 15 7.6  

wgl gilt 16 8.1  

wgl mou 5 2.5  

wgl mou gild 1 0.5  

                                              
6 Wilson 1999:323-324 
7 “Fibre” pattern was found on teaware only items at sites including the Queens Arms Inn at Rouse Hill, 

CSR site at Pyrmont, Parramatta Children’s Court at Parramatta, George and Charles Streets, Parramatta, 

Penrith Plaza, Penrith, and at 19-41 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills. 
8 “Etruscan” pattern occurred on teaware only related items at 19-41 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills. 
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ww 25 12.7  

ww mou 1 0.5  

 197 99.7 

Table 3.11: Range of decorative types in context 3400 

 

A range of 28 ceramic decorative types was identified within this deposit, with the variety highly 

indicative of an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth century onwards.  The overall 

lack of wares commonly associated with earlier nineteenth-century deposits, such as pearlware, 

creamware, shell-edged ware and Chinese export porcelain supports this view, however the 

presence of two lead-glazed wares is unusual within such a mid to late nineteenth-century deposit.  

Both the lead-glazed examples were small unidentified sherds, a base sherd from spit 1 (#20280) 

and a body sherd from spit 2 (#20375).  Their presence in this context is most likely to be residual 

and not indicative of an earlier fill event. 

 

Blue transfer print was the most popular decorative form represented, and overall it was found on 

30 ceramic items within the cesspit fill (15.2%).  The technique of using transfer printing, either 

by itself or in association with other decorative forms and techniques, was represented here by a 

total of 70 ceramics (35.5%).  These included black (9), blue (30), brown (9), green (3) and purple 

(9) transfer prints, six flow ware (blue, black, green and purple), clobbered (3), and transfer-

printed and gilded (1) wares.  The range of colours, represented both in transfer prints and flow 

wares, was indicative of the wide variety of choice available within these related fields alone. 

 

The next most commonly represented ware, after transfer printing and its associated types, was the 

ever popular whiteware, here identified on 25 ceramics (12.7%).  Banded ware, associated with 

serving, tea and table ware items, was the next most represented decorative type, on 16 items 

ceramics (8.1% of MIC total).  This form of decoration is usually identified with assemblages 

dating from c1860 onwards and due to the simple decorative style and sturdy fabric it was available 

at the cheaper end of the market.  Fine bone china was also present and decorated in a number of 

ways, the most popular types recovered here being 16 white-glazed and gilded (8.1%), 15 plain 

white-glazed (7.6%), and 14 sprigged (7.1%) items. 

 

The 197 ceramics recovered from this cesspit fill were again typically representative of a domestic 

environment, with the identified shapes relating to the consumption of food, with teaware related 

items, again being the most predominant.   

 

 

Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3400 

cont bottle salt gl 3 

 jar salt gl 2 

  selfslip 1 

  wgl 1 

g beer bottle salt gl 1 

garden pot selfslip 1 

hygiene poe blktp 1 

  bltp 1 

  clobb 1 

  ww 2 

 wash basin blk flow 1 

hygiene/serve ewer/jug ww 1 

maint black bottle salt gl 2 

med ointment jar blktp 1 

orna vase wgl mou gild 1 
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prep bowl salt gl 1 

 bowl ww 1 

 pie dish salt gl 2 

preserve jar bristol gl 1 

serve asparagus dish bltp 1 

 dish ppl flow 1 

 jug gl mou 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  wgl 1 

  ww 1 

  ww mou 1 

 platter bl flow 1 

  bltp 1 

 sauce tureen banded 2 

 vegetable dish brntp 1 

store jar ww 2 

tblw bowl hp 1 

 egg cup sprigg 1 

  wgl 1 

  wgl gilt 1 

 plate blk flow 1 

  blktp 2 

  bltp 21 

  ppl tp 2 

 plate-small banded 1 

  blktp 1 

  bltp 1 

  brntp 1 

 soup plate wgl mou 1 

tblw/serve bowl ppl tp 1 

  sponge 1 

tea breakfast cup bltp 2 

  brntp 3 

  grnflow 1 

  wgl mou 1 

 cup banded 4 

  blktp 2 

  bltp 2 

  brntp 2 

  grntp 1 

  hp 1 

  hp gild 1 

  ppl tp 3 

  sponge 1 

  sprigg 6 

  wgl 9 

  wgl gilt 6 

  wgl mou 1 

  ww 10 

 jug, milk/cream sprigg 1 

  wgl gilt 1 

 mug clobb 1 

  tp gild 1 

 plate,small sprigg 1 
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 saucer banded 9 

  bl flow 1 

  blktp 1 

  brntp 2 

  clobb 1 

  grntp 2 

  hp 4 

  ppl tp 2 

  sponge 4 

  sprigg 3 

  wgl 1 

  wgl gilt 8 

  wgl mou 2 

  ww 2 

 teapot rock gl 2 

tea/tblw plate,small bltp 1 

  sprigg 2 

unid unid blktp 1 

  lead gl 2 

  wgl 2 

  ww 6 

writing penny ink salt gl 2 

   197 

Table 3.12: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3400 

 

Teawares as a functional category are represented here by seven different shapes, comprising a 

total of 105 ceramics, or 53.2 percent of the assemblage.  These included breakfast cups (7), cups 

(49), milk/creamer jugs (2), mugs (2), saucers (42) teapots (2) and one small plate.  The cups and 

saucers were by far the most common shapes recovered from the cesspit fill (totalling 91 items), 

with tableware plates being the next most common, represented by 26 ceramics.  Types of 

decoration represented on the teaware items included a wide variety, ranging from the cheaper 

types, such as banded and sponge wares, through to the transfer-printed patterns in a range of 

colours, and on through to the fine bone china wares featuring gilding or sprigging.  This range is 

in itself indicative of an assemblage dating from at least the middle of the nineteenth century 

onwards.  Although three egg cups were identified at the time of cataloguing as tableware-related 

items (#20301, #20421 and #20431), they are a shape commonly found in tea and breakfast sets as 

well. Given that all three examples were in bone china and in decorations otherwise not associated 

with tableware, they could also be categorised as teawares.  It should be noted that the two mugs 

included here within the teaware category were both children’s mugs (#20472 and #20473), used 

specifically by children to drink from and therefore not strictly tea-related.  These mugs will be 

discussed in more detail in the section relating to evidence of children on the site (Section 5.0). 

 

Although teaware-related items comprised just over half the fill assemblage, the remaining items 

represent somewhat wider household activities, although in lesser numbers.  Items associated with 

the further consumption of food were represented by the following functional groups: tableware 

(35), tableware/serving (2) and teaware/tableware (3), with the serving of food also evident (12).  

The variety of shapes available to buy, either individually or as part of a dinner service, and used 

to augment the dining experience, is shown here in the serving category by the presence of such 

items as an asparagus dish (#20351/#20404/#20466), two sauce tureens (#20333 and 

#20390/#20437), and a vegetable dish (#20367/#20413/#20455).  Items associated with personal 

hygiene and health were identified by the 5 poes and 1 washbasin, as well as a “Holloway’s 

Ointment” jar (#20303).  Literacy was evident by the presence of 2 penny ink bottles (#20272 and 

#20415), household maintenance by 2 blacking bottles (#20273 and #20373/#20416), and 
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household ornamentation by 1 vase (#20433).  The 11 unidentified items belonged to body and base 

fragments that were too small to identify either by shape or function. 

 

A total of 21 (MIC) basemarked ceramics were recovered from the cesspit fill.   

 

 

Cat # Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 3400 

20363 bl flow platter TP basemark on underside of rim - 

"Granville" in framed cartouche, 

with initials "F M & CO" below.  

Frances Morley & Co, Hanley. 

1845 1858 1 

20369 blktp plate TP basemark - frame cartouche 

featuring figure, tent and camp fire, 

with "GIPSY" above; maker 

unknown. 

1830  1 

20453/20304/20398  blktp poe TP basemark - remains of pattern 

name in scroll cartouche 

"(SYDENH)AM".  Pattern attrib 

to John Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20345 bltp plate TP basemark - garter mark 

containing "GEM" in centre; 

pattern attrib to Samuel Barker & 

Son. 

1851 1893 1 

20346/20463 bltp plate-small TP basemark - harp with 

"ASIATIC PHEASANTS" on a 

ribbon, and "R. HAMMERSLEY" 

below. 

1860 1905 1 

20355 bltp plate TP basemark - foliated scroll 

framed cartouche containing 

pattern name "CHAN(TILLY)"; 

pattern attrib to John Thomson, 

Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20365 bltp breakfast 

cup 

TP basemark - "ETRUSCAN" on 

a ribbon; pattern attrib to 

Hancock & Whittingham, Stoke. 

1873 1879 1 

20399 bltp plate TP basemark - octagonal cartouche 

containing "IRONSTONE CHINA" 

/ "F. JONES".  Frederick Jones, 

Longton. 

1865 1886 1 

20401/20347 bltp plate TP basemark - floral spray 

cartouche with "Asiatic Pheasants" 

on ribbon; maker unknown. 

1850  1 

20407/20352 bltp plate TP basemark - pattern name, 

"CHANTILLY" in foliated scroll 

cartouche; pattern attrib to John 

Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20408 bltp plate TP basemark - pattern name, 

"CHANTILLY" in foliated scroll 

cartouche; pattern attrib to John 

Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20410 bltp poe TP basemark - 'CHANTILLY" in 

foliated scroll framed cartouche; 

pattern attrib to John Thomson, 

Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 
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20464/20350/20405 bltp plate TP basemark - garter mark 

containing "CORSIN(A)" / 

"J.T.".  John Thomson, Glasgow. 

1860 1884 1 

20465 bltp plate TP basemark - remains of a 

garter mark containing initials 

"J.T.".  John Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20367 brntp vegetable 

dish 

TP basemark - garter mark with 

"CORSINA" / "JT". John 

Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20477 brntp breakfast 

cup 

TP basemark - St. George slaying 

the dragon, with "ETRUSCAN" 

on a ribbon below.  Mark attrib 

to Hancockand Whittingham, 

Stoke. 

1873 1879 1 

20481 ppl tp plate TP basemark - octagonal beaded 

cartouche containing "SYDNEY" 

with the initials "JT" below.  

John Thomson, Glasgow. 

c1860 1884 1 

20511 salt gl pie dish illegible impressed basemark. 1840  1 

20450 selfslip jar Impressed basemark - "23(?)" / "F 

G W ".   Initials unknown. 

1850  1 

20370 wgl mou soup plate Impressed basemarks - an illegible 

registration diamond; 

"DAVENPORT" / "IRONSTONE 

CHINA" with anchor in centre; 

pattern registered in 1861. 

1861  1 

20513/20340/20516 clobb poe TP basemark - 2 branches framing 

a circle, with crown at apex and 

containing "VERONA" / "P. B. & 

H".  Pinder, Bourne & Hope, 

Burslem. 

1851 1862 1 
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Table 3.13: Base marked ceramics in context 3400. Items shown in bold are discussed in text. 

 

The above identified basemarks all indicated manufacture in the United Kingdom and show that the 

cesspit fill certainly occurred no earlier than the third quarter of the nineteenth century.  Nine of 

the items with basemarks remaining were attributable to the Scottish manufacturer John Thomson, 

perhaps a further indication that this manufacturer was successfully targeting the Australian market 

with his popular transfer-printed patterns of “Chantilly”, “Corsina” and “Sydney”.  Two breakfast 

cups in the transfer-printed pattern of “Etruscan” featured a basemark belonging to the 

manufacturer Hancock & Whittingham of Stoke (#20365 and #20477), and their presence in the 

cesspit fill was able to indicate that the deposit occurred post-1873. 

 

Thirty-six items were recovered from the cesspit fill that featured conjoining sherds between the 

different spits (Table 2.3).  The presence of conjoins has already been mentioned during the earlier 

discussion on the identified patterns, where it was noted that the fill occurred in one depositional 

episode and did not occur over a period of time.  The spits were employed as part of the excavation 

methodology and were not related to any changes in the deposit matrix itself.  No conjoins with 

items in deposits outside of the cesspit fill were noted. 

 

 

3.5 Context 3406 

Context 3406 contained a total of 47 ceramics (99 fragments) and was the lowermost fill within a 

cesspit associated with houses on 31/33 Alma Street.  This cesspit was constructed of extremely 
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well cut sandstone blocks (3409).  The uppermost fills, associated with the later preparation and 

installation of toilet plumbing, contained no ceramics.  The deposit at the bottom of the cesspit, 

between 200 to 300mm deep, was excavated by machine due to various contamination concerns 

and the artefacts then salvaged.  Houses in Alma Street were thought to have been built sometime 

in the early 1860s. 

 

Six identified ceramic patterns were recovered from this cesspit fill, on seven individual items.  All 

but one of the patterns were in transfer print, the sole exception being a white-glazed and moulded 

semi-vitreous fine earthenware jug in the “Nosegay” pattern.   

 

 

Cat # Pattern Number Decoration Shape From To MIC 3406 

20556 Asiatic Pheasants bltp plate 1850  1 

20555      1 

20558 Gem bltp dish 1851 1893 1 

20559 Mycene bltp cup 1853 1885 1 

20546 Nosegay wgl mou jug 1862 1891 1 

20551 Rhine blktp plate 1845  1 

20557 Willow bltp dish 1810  1 

      7 

Table 3.14: Identified patterns in context 3406 

 

Transfer-printed patterns commonly associated with deposits dating from the mid nineteenth 

century onwards were in evidence here, in the form of the “Asiatic Pheasants”, “Gem”, “Rhine” 

and “Willow” patterns.  The “Asiatic Pheasants”, “Rhine” and “Willow” patterns were all made 

by numerous potteries over long periods of time, ensuring that they were easily available within the 

marketplace and at very competitive prices.  The “Gem” pattern, also popularly found alongside 

these patterns, was attributed here to the manufacturer Samuel Barker & Son and dated from 

between 1851 to 1893.  The “Mycene” pattern cup, in contrast, is not such a popularly recognised 

pattern, and was made by three known makers including Hulse, Nixon & Adderley (1853-68), 

Hulse & Adderley (1869-75), and William Alsager Adderley (1876-85).9 

 

The semi-vitreous fine earthenware white-glazed and moulded “Nosegay” pattern jug indicated that 

this cesspit fill occurred at least sometime after 1862 (#20546).  This pattern was first designed by 

E. & C. Challinor of Fenton, Staffordshire. 

 

Sixteen ceramic decorative types were identified within this cesspit fill, with the variety once again 

indicative of an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth century.  The lack of any wares 

commonly associated with earlier nineteenth-century deposits, such as creamware, pearlware, lead-

glazed, shell-edged ware and Chinese export porcelain also again supports this view.   

 

 

Decoration MIC 3406 % 

banded 4 8.5  

blktp 1 2.1  

bltp 5 10.6  

brntp 1 2.1  

grntp 1 2.1  

hp 1 2.1  

mocha 1 2.1  

ppl tp 3 6.4  

                                              
9 Williams & Weber 1986:516 
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rock gl 1 2.1  

salt gl 6 12.8  

sponge 1 2.1  

sprigg 3 6.4  

wgl 5 10.6  

wgl gilt 6 12.8  

wgl mou 2 4.3  

ww 6 12.8  

 47 99.9 

Table 3.15: Range of decorative types in context 3406 

 

Although the ceramics from this deposit represent a salvaged sample, the 47 ceramics recovered 

represent a range of normally associated with deposits dating from around the middle of the 

nineteenth century onwards.  The variety of coloured transfer prints (black, blue, green and 

purple), various decorated forms of fine bone china (handpainted, sprigged, plain white glaze, and 

white-glazed and gilded), semi-vitreous fine earthenware in plain white glaze and white-glazed and 

moulded designs, as well as the simply decorated sponge, salt-glazed and whiteware items, were all 

strongly indicative of an assemblage dating from this time. 

 

The presence of four ceramics with the decoration known as banded can also be used to date this 

deposit from c1860+, and because of its simple decorative style banded ware was, along with 

sponge and mocha wares, available at the cheaper end of the market.  Blue was the most popular 

colour amongst the transfer-printed items however given the relatively small number of ceramics 

recovered here little can be inferred from this.  The six salt-glazed items here also included three 

identified as belonging to later toilets (#20520-#20522), indicating a mixed assemblage and 

reflected excavation methodology as ceramics were salvaged by machine. 

 

The 47 ceramics recovered from this salvaged cesspit fill once again reflected a typically domestic 

environment, with identified functional shapes relating to the storage, preparation, serving and 

consumption of food and beverages dominating.   

 

 
Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3406 

g beer bottle salt gl 2 

hygiene poe ppl tp 1 

prep bowl mocha 1 

  ww 1 

serve dish bltp 2 

 jug brntp 1 

  wgl mou 2 

  ww 2 

sewer toilet salt gl 3 

  wgl 1 

store jar ww 1 

stout bottle salt gl 1 

tblw egg cup wgl gilt 1 

 plate banded 1 

  blktp 1 

  bltp 2 

tea cup banded 1 

  bltp 1 
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  ppl tp 1 

  sponge 1 

  sprigg 1 

  wgl 1 

  wgl gilt 2 

 jug, milk/cream wgl gilt 1 

 saucer banded 2 

  hp 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  wgl 1 

  wgl gilt 2 

  ww 1 

 teapot rock gl 1 

tea/tblw plate sprigg 2 

toy saucer wgl 2 

unid unid grntp 1 

  ww 1 

   47 

Table 3.16: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3406 

 

Eighteen items were identified with the function of teaware and comprised 38.2 percent of the 

assemblage, the single most common function represented here.  The four shapes here identified 

within this field were the cups (8), saucers (8), milk/creamer jug (1) and teapot (1).  The 

decorative types represented on these teaware-related items were alone indicative of the range 

available to the consumer from the mid nineteenth century, from the cheapest forms such as the 

banded and sponge wares, on through to the transfer-printed patterns and the fine bone china pieces 

decorated with hand painting, gilding or sprigging. 

 

Although an egg cup was identified at the time of cataloguing as being a tableware-related item 

(#20535), this shape was commonly found in tea and breakfast sets, and given that this particular 

example was a white-glazed and gilded fine bone china item, both a fabric and decoration 

otherwise not associated with tableware, it may also be included within the teaware category.  Two 

other items catalogued with the function of teaware/tableware, both purple sprigged fine bone china 

plates, also were more likely to fall into the teaware category (#20541-#20542).  Both plates had a 

fairly small rim diameter of 200mm and again, given the fabric, decorative type and item size, it is 

likely that they too belonged to tea or breakfast sets. 

 

The higher percentage here of teaware-related items, in comparison with other forms and functions 

within this assemblage, reflected both its occurrence in a finer fabric which was more susceptible 

to breakages (bone china), and also perhaps that the items were used fairly constantly within the 

household and thus more prone to accidental breakage. 

 

Two toy saucers were identified (#20533-#20534), both in plain white-glazed bone china. They 

were included here because they were mistakenly classified with the ceramics at the time of on-site 

sorting rather than placed within the usual miscellaneous/small finds artefact category.  They were 

catalogued as part of the general ceramic category and entered onto the database as such, hence 

their inclusion here.  All other ceramic toy items, such as marbles, dolls and other toy tea set 

pieces, were catalogued by the miscellaneous/small finds artefact specialist and are discussed in the 

excavation report.  Some discussion of children from the ceramics is found in Section 5 below. 

 

Evidence of beverage consumption other than tea can be seen in the salt-glazed stoneware ginger 

beer (#20518-#20519) and stout (#20517) bottles recovered.  It is the stout bottle and one of the 
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ginger beer bottles that featured the only two ceramic manufacturer’s marks salvaged from this 

cesspit fill.   

 

 

Cat # Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 3406 

20517 salt gl stout bottle Imp mark on lower exterior body, 

near base - "H. KEN(NEDY)" / 

"BAR(ROWFIELD)" / "3" / 

"POT(TERIES)"/ 

"GLAS(GOW)". 

1866 1929 1 

20519 salt gl ginger beer 

bottle 

Imp mark on lower exterior body, 

near base - "T FIELD" / 

"POTTER" / "SYDNEY". 

c1855 1865 1 

      2 

Table 3.17: Base marked ceramics in context 3406 

 

The two sherds from a stout bottle made by H. Kennedy of Glasgow, Scotland (#20517), indicated 

that the cesspit fill dated from at least post-1866, assuming that the rubbish salvaged from here was 

from the one depositional episode.  Unlike the previously discussed four contexts, no conjoins were 

identified within this deposit. 

 

 

3.6 Context 3414 

Context 3414 contained a total of 101 ceramics (356 fragments) and was the lowermost fill within a 

cesspit associated with houses on 35/37 Alma Street.  This rectangular cesspit was made of well 

shaped sandstone blocks and was 1.3 metres deep (3415).  The two uppermost fills here again 

featured no ceramics and were associated with the later preparation and installation of toilet 

plumbing.  Context 3414 was the original cess and rubbish fill and was between 200 to 300mm 

deep.  As mentioned earlier, houses in Alma Street were thought to have been built sometime in 

the early 1860s. 

 

Thirteen identified patterns were recovered from this deposit, with all 13 being transfer printed and 

found on a total of 24 individual items.   

 

 

Cat # Pattern Name Decoration Shape From To MIC 3414 

20638-20644 Albion bltp plate 1858 1937 7 

20652 Antique brntp plate,large 1860  1 

20617 Asiatic Pheasants blktp plate 1850  1 

20637  bltp plate-small 1850  1 

20662 Bears on Rock multi tp jar 1850  1 

20647 Eton College bltp platter 1830  1 

20653 Festoon brntp poe 1860  1 

20632 Fibre bltp unid 1830  1 

20645 Gem bltp plate 1851 1893 1 

20646   platter 1851 1893 1 

20626 Maltese ppl tp plate-small 1866 1884 1 

20648 Palm bltp saucer 1830  1 

20618 Rhine blktp platter 1845  1 

20664 Vista blktp plate 1845 1858 1 

20635-20636 Willow bltp dish 1810  2 

20633-20634   plate 1810  2 

      24 

Table 3.18: Identified transfer-printed patterns in context 3414 
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Once again patterns commonly associated with deposits dating from the mid nineteenth century 

onwards are well represented here, in the forms of “Albion” (7), “Asiatic Pheasants” (2), “Fibre” 

(1), “Gem” (1), “Rhine” (1), and “Willow” (4).  As previously mentioned, the “Asiatic 

Pheasants”, “Fibre”, “Rhine” and “Willow” patterns were all made by numerous potteries over a 

broad period of time; their popularity is reflected in their occurrence in most mid nineteenth-

century related archaeological assemblages.  The commonly found patterns of “Albion” and 

“Gem”, also often found alongside these other patterns, were here attributed to the manufacturers 

Sampson Hancock & Co and Samuel Barker & Son respectively.   

 

As mentioned above, the houses in Alma Street were thought to have been built sometime in the 

early 1860s, and the identified patterns recovered from this cesspit fill appeared to confirm this.  

Although the majority of the patterns were manufactured over many decades after their original 

designs occurred in the mid nineteenth century, patterns such as “Antique”, “Festoon” and 

“Maltese” are attributable more to a post-1860 time frame.  Although the manufacturers for the 

“Antique” and “Festoon” patterns were not identified at time of cataloguing, both patterns featured 

a central roundel that was decoratively suggestive of dating from around the 1860s onwards.  The 

presence of the purple transfer-printed “Maltese” pattern small plate suggested that the fill 

occurred at least post-1866, with this pattern attributed to John Thomson & Sons of Glasgow, 

Scotland (#20626), dating between 1866 to1884.10 

 

Also recovered from this cesspit fill was an item associated with the personal grooming of the hair 

and featured the multi-coloured transfer-printed pattern of “Bears on Rock” on a jar lid (#20662).  

This pattern, featuring the remains of two bears and trees, would have reflected the contents of the 

jar, that of bears grease, which was used by men as a form of hair treatment.  Perfumed hair 

grease was sold in large quantities through its claims that it would help promote healthy hair 

growth and was an excellent nourishing treatment.  It was made from the fat of bears, with many 

animals killed for its production.  Although associated mainly with the function of hair grooming, 

the bear grease was also used for other functional purposes - cooking, rifle cleaning, leather/boot 

waterproofing when mixed with bees wax, and as a skin cream.11  This particular pattern was 

attributed to the manufacturer T.J. & J. Mayer of Burslem, Staffordshire, and dated from c1850.12 

 

Twenty-five ceramic decorative types were identified within this cesspit fill, with the range once 

again reflecting an assemblage dating from at least the mid nineteenth century.  The variety of 

decorative types, coupled with the overall lack of any wares commonly associated more with 

deposits dating from the earlier nineteenth century, such as creamware, lead-glazed, shell-edged 

ware and Chinese export porcelain, further supports the view indicated by the above discussed 

identified patterns.   

 

 

Decoration MIC 3414 % 

banded 1 1.0  

bl flow 2 2.0  

blk flow 1 1.0  

blktp 3 3.0  

bltp 23 22.8  

brntp 4 4.0  

clobb 1 1.0  

gl mou 1 1.0  

                                              
10 Kelly 1999:14 
11 Foumakis 2004 
12 Ball 1991:21 
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grntp 6 5.9  

hp 3 3.0  

hp ww 1 1.0  

lustre 1 1.0  

multi tp 1 1.0  

pearl 1 1.0  

ppl flow 4 4.0  

ppl tp 5 5.0  

redtp 1 1.0  

rock gl 1 1.0  

salt gl 7 6.9  

selfslip 1 1.0  

spatter 2 2.0  

sponge 4 4.0  

sprigg 6 5.9  

wgl 8 7.9  

wgl gilt 6 5.9  

wgl mou 1 1.0  

ww 6 5.9  

 101 100.2 

Table 3.19: Range of decorative types in context 3414 

 

As the above discussion of identified patterns indicated, transfer printing in a range of colours was 

a popular decorative form, represented within this fill by a total of 42 ceramics (41.6%).  The 

range of colours recovered included black (3), blue (23), brown (4), green (6), purple (5) and red 

(1).  The technique of using transfer printing, in association with other decorative techniques, was 

further evidenced by the presence of seven flow wares (in blue, black and purple), one clobbered 

item and one multi-coloured item, with these nine additional items indicating that the process of 

transfer printing was represented by approximately half the ceramic assemblage recovered here, on 

51 items (50.5%).  Although blue transfer-printed wares were the most numerous ceramics within 

the cesspit fill, alone representing just under one quarter of the ceramic assemblage (22.8%), the 

presence of other colours and decorative types was indicative of the wide consumer choices 

available at the time leading up to their eventual discard. 

 

The variety of decorative types, ranging from the plainest and most simply decorated through to 

the more technically skilled, was indicative not only of the choices available within the marketplace 

at this time, but also of the range of wares that covered all budget requirements, as were the fabric 

types on which these decorative fields were represented.  Stoneware, coarse earthenware, fine 

earthenware, semi-vitreous fine earthenware and fine bone china are represented here and all, with 

the exception of the salt-glazed stoneware (bottles) and the self-slipped coarse earthenware (plant 

pot), featured a range of decorative types.  The fine earthenware fabric had the most extensive 

range of decorative types represented, with rockingham glaze, whiteware, pearlware, handpainted 

whiteware, banded, clobbered, sponge, black flow, blue flow, purple flow, multi-coloured transfer 

print, black transfer print, blue transfer print, brown transfer print, green transfer print and purple 

transfer print all in evidence.  The semi-vitreous fine earthenware fabric featured plain white glaze, 

white-glazed and gilded, spatter, blue transfer print, green transfer print, red transfer print and 

purple flow.  The fine bone china decorative types included plain white glaze, white-glazed and 

gilded, white-glazed and moulded, sprigged, handpainted and lustre. 

 

The 101 ceramic items recovered from this cesspit fill once again reflected a typical household 

domestic environment, with items associated specifically with the consumption of food, both in the 

tableware and teaware fields, being the most dominant.   
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Specific 

Function Shape Decoration MIC 3414 

cont bottle salt gl 1 

 jar ww 1 

g beer bottle salt gl 1 

garden pot selfslip 1 

groom jar multi tp 1 

hygiene poe brntp 1 

  pearl 1 

  ppl flow 2 

  ww 1 

maint black bottle salt gl 1 

serve dish bltp 2 

 jug gl mou 1 

  ppl tp 1 

  redtp 1 

  sponge 1 

 platter blktp 1 

  bltp 2 

  brntp 1 

sewer toilet wgl 1 

store jar ww 1 

tblw bowl bltp 1 

  ppl tp 1 

 egg cup wgl gilt 1 

 plate blktp 2 

  bltp 10 

  grntp 1 

  ppl tp 1 

 plate,large brntp 1 

 plate-small bltp 1 

  clobb 1 

  grntp 1 

  ppl flow 2 

  ppl tp 1 

  sponge 1 

  ww 1 

tblw/serve bowl bltp 1 

  grntp 2 

  spatter 1 

tea breakfast cup bl flow 1 

 cup banded 1 

  bltp 2 

  hp 1 

  hp ww 1 

  sponge 1 

  sprigg 1 

  wgl 4 

  wgl gilt 2 

 mug grntp 1 
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 saucer blk flow 1 

  bltp 2 

  brntp 1 

  hp 2 

  ppl tp 1 

  spatter 1 

  sponge 1 

  sprigg 2 

  wgl gilt 2 

  wgl mou 1 

  ww 1 

 teapot rock gl 1 

  sprigg 1 

tea/tblw plate sprigg 1 

 plate,small lustre 1 

  sprigg 1 

  wgl 1 

unid unid bl flow 1 

  bltp 2 

  grntp 1 

  salt gl 1 

  wgl 2 

  wgl gilt 1 

  ww 1 

writing penny ink salt gl 3 

   101 

Table 3.20: Function and shape of ceramics in context 3414 

 

The overall dominance of items within the archaeological record that are directly associated with 

the consumption of food, and to a lesser extent its serving, is to be expected within a household 

deposit, where items used every day, and indeed more than once in a day, are more prone to 

accidental knocks and breakages.  The combined teaware and tableware functions together 

comprised 61.3 percent of the ceramic assemblage (62), including the four catalogued under the 

function of teaware/tableware.  The 32 identified teaware-related items were composed of shapes 

specifically associated with this function, including cups (14), saucers (15), teapots (2), and a mug.  

It should however also be noted here that this mug, although included within the category of 

teaware, was actually a child’s mug, used specifically by a child to drink from and therefore not 

strictly tea-related (#20624). This mug is discussed within the later section relating to the evidence 

of children on the site (Section 5.0). 

 

The decorative types represented on these teaware-related items covered a wide variety, ranging 

from the most simply decorated ceramics, such as rockingham glaze, whiteware, banded, spatter 

and sponge wares, and on through to the more technically sophisticated transfer-printed wares.  

Decorative types typically associated with fine bone china are also in evidence here, including plain 

white-glazed, white-glazed and gilded, white-glazed and moulded, and sprigged decoration.  The 

four items catalogued as having a teaware/tableware function are all also made of bone china and 

feature sprigged, lustre and plain white-glazed decorative types that, combined with the shapes of 

plate (1) and small plates (3), would also suggest that they were more than likely associated with 

breakfast or tea sets rather than tableware.  This is further reinforced by the fact that, with one 

exception, none of the 26 specifically tableware-related items are made of bone china but are 

instead of the more substantial and durable fabrics of fine earthenware and semi-vitreous fine 

earthenware.  The lone exception to this is a white-glazed and gilded fine bone china egg cup 
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(#20590), which at time of cataloguing was identified as a tableware-related item, however as 

discussed within previous contexts, given the fabric, decorative type and shape it is most likely that 

it too was included as part of a tea or breakfast set. 

 

The bowls (2), plates (14), large plate (1) and small plates (8) identified as belonging to the 

function of tableware were all made of fine earthenware, with the technique of transfer printing, 

including the clobbered (1) and purple flow (2), being the commonest decorative type within this 

field.  A sponged small plate (#20611) and a whiteware small plate (#20576) were the two 

exceptions.  Out of the 13 identified transfer-printed patterns recovered from the cesspit fill, as 

discussed above (Table 3.18), seven were on items associated with the function of tableware, 

including “Albion” (7 plates), “Antique” (1 large plate), “Asiatic Pheasants” (1 plate and 1 small 

plate), “Gem” (1 plate), “Maltese” (1 small plate), “Vista” (1 plate), and “Willow” (2 plates). 

 

Items associated with the function of serving food numbered 10 representing 10 per cent of the 

total cesspit fill assemblage, and of these half (5) were found with identified transfer-printed 

patterns, including “Willow” (2 dishes), “Rhine” (1 platter), “Eton College” (1 platter), and 

“Gem” (1 platter).  The shapes identified as serving-related included dishes (2), jugs (4) and 

platters (4).  Once again fine earthenware is the main fabric within this field as is the decorative 

technique of transfer printing. 

 

The seven identified functions unrelated to food, either in regards to its serving, consumption or 

storage, were all again still typically associated with the domestic household environment.  These 

functions included literacy (penny ink bottles), household maintenance (blacking bottle), garden 

(plant pot), sewerage services (toilet bowl), personal hygiene (poes), personal grooming (bears 

grease pot lid) and general containers (bottle and jar).  The nine ceramics that could not be 

identified, either by function or shape represent 9 percent of the ceramic assemblage. They could 

not be assigned to a functional group due to their small size and lack of diagnostic features.   

 

Five basemarked ceramic items were recovered from the cesspit fill and confirm that the deposit 

occurred post-1860.   

 

 
Cat # Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 3414 

20664 Blktp plate TP basemark - a lion stands atop 

a scroll.  Mark belongs to Francis 

Morley & Co, Shelton, Hanley. 

1845 1858 1 

20652 Brntp plate,large TP basemark - oval toothed 

cartouche with "ANTIQUE" in 

centre; maker unknown. 

1860  1 

20653 Brntp poe TP basemark - entwined vine 

cartouche with "FESTOON" in 

centre; maker unknown. 

1860  1 

20654 Grntp plate-small TP basemark - part of pattern 

name "…S" and a registration 

diamond; pattern reg in 1862. 

1862  1 

20569 salt gl ginger beer 

bottle 

Imp mark on lower exterior body, 

near base - "(T) FIELD" / 

"POTTER" / "SYDNEY". 

1855 1865 1 

      5 

Table 3.21: Basemarked ceramics in context 3414 

 

The one impressed and four transfer-printed basemarks support the post-1860 dating of the deposit 

as discussed earlier in relation to the identified transfer-printed patterns (Table 3.18). Three of the 

transfer-printed marks also occur on three of the identified patterns, those of “Vista” (#20664), 
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“Antique” (#20652) and “Festoon” (#20653).  The “Vista” pattern basemark was identified as 

belonging to Francis Morley & Co, of Shelton, Hanley, and dated from between 1845 to 1858.  

Both the “Antique” and “Festoon” patterns featured just the pattern name in a cartouche. As 

mentioned earlier, at time of cataloguing the makers of both patterns remain unidentified, however 

the pattern designs stylistically are suggestive of a date of around the 1860s.  The fourth transfer-

printed basemark recovered featured the remains of a registration diamond dating from 1862, with 

the pattern itself unidentified at time of cataloguing (#20654).  This registration diamond indicated 

at the very least that the deposit occurred post-1862.  The impressed basemark identified on sherds 

from a stoneware salt-glazed ginger beer bottle provided some evidence of local pottery 

manufacture, identified here as Thomas Field, of Sydney, with this particular mark stylistically 

dating between c1855 to 1865 (#20569). 

 

No conjoins with items in deposits outside of the cesspit fill were noted. 
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4.0 Teaware and Tableware 
 

4.1 Teaware 

Ceramics relating to the specific function of teaware and related teaware/tableware numbered 264, 

representing 43.4 percent of the total ceramic assemblage recovered from the entire site.  Cups and 

saucers were the most predominant forms identified within the teaware shapes, representing 84.5 

percent of the total teaware items found.   

 

 

Specific 

Function Shape MIC % 

tea breakfast cup 13 4.9 

 cup 109 41.3 

 jug, milk/cream 4 1.5 

 mug 3 1.1 

 plate, small 1 0.4 

 saucer 114 43.2 

 sugar bowl 1 0.4 

 teapot 8 3.0 

tea/tblw plate 3 1.1 

 plate, small 8 3.0 

  264 99.9 

Table 4.1: Teaware shapes 

 

The cup and saucer shapes were represented by very similar numbers, 109 and 114 items 

respectively.  The 11 items that were catalogued with the less specific function of 

teaware/tableware were all, with one exception, bone china, a fabric associated more with teaware-

related items than those of tablewares. Upon reflection it is likely, given both the shapes (plates 

and small plates) and the decorative types represented (sprigged, plain white-glazed and lustre 

wares), that they belonged to the functional category of teaware rather than tableware.  The 

exception to the bone china fabric was a blue transfer-printed “Fibre” pattern small plate made of 

semi-vitreous fine earthenware (#20460).  This particular pattern has been commonly identified on 

previous sites as solely relating to teaware items, as will be discussed further in relation to the 

identified patterns section below.  It should also be noted here that although 3 mugs were identified 

during cataloguing as being teaware-related, all three are children’s mugs, and as mentioned earlier 

in this report, were used specifically by children to drink from and thus were not strictly tea-

related.  These mugs are discussed in more detail within the section relating to evidence of children 

on the site (Section 5.0). 

 

Out of the 264 identified teaware-related ceramics recovered, 69 featured patterns occurred on 

more than one teaware item.  These patterns were identified by either their known pattern names or 

else as part of the running pattern number series used during cataloguing to enable comparisons on 

both individual sites and also between sites (see Section 1.3 on methodology).  These 69 teaware 

items featured 15 individual patterns between them.   

 

 

Specific 

Function Decoration 

Pattern Number 

or Name Shape MIC 

tea banded 2 Cup 3 

   Saucer 4 

  6 Saucer 4 

   Cup 1 
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  9 Saucer 3 

   Cup 2 

 blktp 32 Saucer 1 

tea blktp 32 Cup 1 

  Fibre cup 1 

 bltp 304 saucer 1 

   cup 1 

  Etruscan breakfast cup 2 

  Fibre cup 1 

tea/tblw   plate,small 1 

tea brntp Etruscan saucer 1 

   breakfast cup 3 

 grntp 25 saucer 1 

   breakfast cup 1 

  Fibre saucer 1 

 ppl tp 107 saucer 1 

   cup 1 

  27 cup 1 

   saucer 1 

 sponge 78 cup 1 

   saucer 1 

tea/tblw sprigg 10 plate,small 2 

tea   cup 1 

   saucer 3 

  5 cup 1 

   saucer 1 

  9 cup 6 

tea/tblw   plate 3 

tea   teapot 1 

   plate,small 1 

tea/tblw   plate,small 2 

tea   saucer 5 

   jug, milk/cream 1 

 wgl mou Athena Shape cup 1 

   saucer 2 

    69 

Table 4.2: Matching patterns on teaware 

 

The range of decorative types represented by the above 69 matching teaware items included various 

coloured transfer prints (black, blue, brown, green and purple), banded ware, sponge ware, 

sprigged bone china and white-glazed and moulded semi-vitreous fine earthenware.  Out of the five 

decorative manufactured types represented here purple sprigged bone china was the most common, 

found on 27 items, followed by transfer-printed patterns on 20 items, banded patterns on 17 items, 

white-glazed and moulded semi-vitreous fine earthenware on 3 items and sponge ware on 2 items. 

 

Sprigged bone china, a form of decoration comprising alternating large and small purple sprigged 

plant sprays against the white background of the individual object, was produced by many potteries 

and was not commonly basemarked.  Three individual motifs are represented here, the most 

popular being a grapevine spray (pattern no. 9), identified here on 19 ceramics and exhibiting the 

range of shapes typically available within a tea set (cups, saucers, plates, small plates, teapot and 

milk/cream jug).  It should be noted here that the items identified here as ‘plate’ all had rim 
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diameters of only 200mm and were not the larger dinner-plate size (#20541, #20542 and #20598), 

and were called ‘plate’ to differentiate from the smaller plate size of 180mm.  The next most 

identified sprigged pattern was a floral plant spray (pattern no. 10), identified here on 6 items, with 

the third pattern featuring alternating flowers and thistles (pattern no. 5).  Sprigged teaware-related 

items similar to the 27 items found here have been recovered on other excavated sites, in the same 

patterns and shapes, and would appear to have been a very popular and affordable mid nineteenth-

century ware.13 

 

The most simply decorated wares represented here, and also the cheapest to manufacture, are the 

banded and sponge wares.  The sponge ware cup and saucer, featuring a simple row of green 

flower heads, were found within the cesspit fill 3400, associated with 38/40 Edward Street (#20493 

and #20474/#20492).  Neither this decorative type nor the banded ware forms of decoration are 

associated with just teaware, with tableware also popularly found with these particular forms of 

decorative designs.  The 17 banded teaware items were included within particular pattern number 

sets according to the number, and sometimes thickness, of the bands identified on the vessel 

(pattern nos. 2, 6 and 9).  Although the number of bands may vary this did not necessarily 

preclude items from being used simultaneously as the overall simplicity of the ware would make 

the items ideally suited to mix-and-match if the need arose, especially if the same colour, such as 

blue, was used.  Blue was the predominant colour recovered here, with red and green very much in 

the minority. 

 

Like the above mentioned banded and sponge wares, the white-glazed and moulded semi-vitreous 

fine earthenware pattern of “Athena Shape” was not restricted to teaware alone, however its 

presence as a cup (#20386) and two saucers (#20385 and #20426) within the cesspit fill 3400 was 

here suggestive of belonging to a matching set.  The pattern was registered in 1865 however the 

manufacturer remains unknown. 

 

Although 20 ceramics featured particular transfer-printed patterns on more than one teaware item, 

only two of the patterns could be identified by name, on a total of 10 items.  Both the “Etruscan” 

and “Fibre” patterns were identified on teaware-related items only, with the six “Etruscan” pattern 

shapes including five breakfast cups (#20357, #20412, #20461, #20477 and #20504) and one 

saucer (#20356/#20411/#20457), and the four “Fibre” pattern shapes represented by two cups 

(#20395 and #20459), one small plate (#20460) and one saucer (#20394).  Both these patterns have 

also been found on other Sydney excavated sites on teaware-related shapes only.14  The availability 

of patterns in more than one transfer-printed colour is also evident, with both the “Etruscan” and 

“Fibre” patterns featuring in two or three different colours.  The “Etruscan” pattern was identified 

in both blue (2) and brown (4), with “Fibre” occurring in black (1), blue (2) and green (1).  The 

six “Etruscan” pattern items and the four “Fibre” pattern items were all recovered within the 

cesspit fill 3400 and indicated that tea sets could be made of the same pattern but in a range of 

colours to enable the consumer to perhaps create their own individual mix-and-match style of tea 

service.15  The popular Fibre” pattern is commonly dated from the 1830s onwards, and the 

“Etruscan” pattern is attributed to the manufacturer Hancock & Whittingham of Stoke, and dates 

between 1873 to 1879. 

 

 

                                              
13 Sprigged teaware has also been found at sites including Penrith Plaza, Penrith, 109 George Street, 

Parramatta, and 19-41 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills. 
14 “Fibre” pattern was found on teaware items only at sites including the Queens Arms Inn at Rouse Hill, 

CSR site at Pyrmont, 50-72 Union Street, Pyrmont, Parramatta Children’s Court at Parramatta, George and 

Charles Streets, Parramatta, Penrith Plaza, Penrith and 19-41 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills.  The “Etruscan” 

pattern has been found on teaware items at 19-41 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills. 
15 This has been noted on other sites, such as George & Charles Streets, Parramatta and 19-41 Reservoir 

Street, Surry Hills. 
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4.2 Tableware 

Ceramics that related specifically to the function of the dinner service, in particular serving and 

tableware items, numbered 160 MIC, representing 26.3 percent of the total ceramic assemblage 

recovered from across the site.  Tableware-related items are the most predominant, numbering 118 

(73.7%), with serving-related items numbering 36 (22.5%), and bowls that could be either table or 

serving-related numbering 6 (3.7%).  Dinner plates were the most commonly identified shape 

recovered here, on 73 (45.6%), with all sized plates, including large, small, soup plates and 

serving plates, totalling 100 (62.5%).  

 

 

Specific 

Function Shape MIC % 

tblw bowl 6 3.7 

 egg cup 12 7.5 

 jug 1 0.6 

 plate 73 45.6 

 plate large 3 1.8 

 plate-small 22 13.7 

 soup plate 1 0.6 

tblw/serve bowl 6 3.7 

serve asparagus dish 1 0.6 

 dish 6 3.7 

 jug 18 11.2 

 plate 1 0.6 

 platter 6 3.7 

 sauce tureen 2 1.2 

 tureen 1 0.6 

 vegetable dish 1 0.6 

  160 99.4 

Table 4.3: Identified tableware and serving shapes 

 

The fact that plates were the most common shape recovered is not surprising given that they were 

used every day, probably more than once, and were therefore more likely to be damaged in the 

course of normal everyday use.  Egg cups, as previously noted within this report, were catalogued 

within the function of tableware even though they were often included as part of tea and breakfast 

sets. They could then be catalogued with the joint function of tea/table ware, especially if the fabric 

was the finer bone china rather than the sturdier fine earthenware and if the decoration used was 

more often associated with teaware rather than table settings, such as sprigged bone china. 

 

The range of wares identified within the category of serving, and which were associated with the 

overall consumption and presentation of food at the dining table from the mid nineteenth century, 

included shapes such as jugs, platters, sauce tureens, a tureen and a vegetable dish.  The presence 

of an asparagus dish, within the cesspit fill 3400 associated with 38/40 Edward Street 

(#20351/#20404/#20466), also indicated the particular consumption of a specific vegetable type and 

the individual’s wish to present it in the correct serving container.  Serving dishes, either placed on 

a separate sideboard or on the dining table itself, were assigned specific roles according to their 

shapes, with flat, oval platters reserved for meats and fish, tureens for soups, square, deep sided 

vegetable dishes to hold a variety of vegetables, sauce tureens specifically for the sauce/gravy 

condiment, and long narrow dishes to hold asparagus spears.  The presentation of the food was just 

as important as the taste of the meal itself. 
 

Out of the total 160 items identified as serving and tableware-related ceramics, 72 items featured 

patterns that occurred on more than one dinner service item, with tableware featuring 59 items and 
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serving featuring 13 items.  Like the above discussed teaware items, these individual patterns were 

identified by either their known pattern name or else as part of the running pattern number series 

used during cataloguing to enable comparisons both on individual sites and also between sites (see 

section 1.3 on methodology).   

 

 

Specific 

Function Decoration 

Pattern Number or 

Name Shape MIC 

tblw banded 2 plate 1 

   plate-small 1 

  6 plate 1 

   plate-small 1 

 blktp 47 plate 2 

  Asiatic Pheasants plate 1 

  Rhine plate 3 

 bltp 303 plate-small 1 

   plate large 1 

  Albion plate 9 

  Asiatic Pheasants plate 6 

   plate-small 2 

  Chantilly plate 4 

  Corsina plate 4 

  Gem plate 6 

  Willow plate 10 

 bltp pearl The Cowman plate 2 

 ppl flow 7 plate-small 2 

 ppl tp Alma plate-small 2 

    59 

serve banded 2 sauce tureen 2 

 blktp Rhine platter 1 

 bltp Asiatic Pheasants dish 1 

   platter 1 

  Corsina asparagus dish 1 

  Gem dish 1 

   platter 1 

  Willow dish 3 

   tureen 1 

 brntp Corsina vegetable dish 1 

    13 

Table 4.4: Matching patterns on serving and tableware 

 

The range of decorative types represented by the above 72 matching items included various 

coloured transfer prints (black, blue, brown and purple), flow ware and banded ware.  Of the three 

decorative manufactured types represented here transfer printing was the most predominant, on 64 

items, with banded on 6 items and flow ware on 2 items. 

 

All of the serving-related wares itemised here were found with matching pattern names or numbers 

within the tableware field, indicating that full dinner services, especially in the more popular 

patterns as represented here, were readily available on the marketplace and that they were also 

often made in more than one colour.  The popular mid nineteenth-century transfer-printed patterns 

of “Rhine”, “Asiatic Pheasants”, “Corsina”, “Gem” and “Willow” were all represented by 

tableware plates and also serving-related dishes.  Both the “Asiatic Pheasants” pattern and the 
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“Corsina” patterns were represented in more than one colour, with “Asiatic Pheasants” identified 

in black (1 MIC) and blue (10 MIC), and “Corsina” in blue (5 MIC) and brown (1 MIC).  The 

“Corsina” pattern items were all recovered from the cesspit fill 3400, belonging to house number 

38/40 Edward Street, and are suggestive of belonging to the one dinner service, with the 4 MIC 

dinner plates in blue (#20508, #20350, #20405 and #20406), an asparagus dish also in blue 

(#20351/#20404/#20466), and a vegetable dish in brown (#20367). 

 

The cesspit fill 3400 not only contained evidence of the “Corsina” pattern existing as a dinner set, 

but also featured all four plates in the blue transfer-printed pattern of “Chantilly” (#20352, #20467, 

#20468 and #20509), four of the “Gem” pattern plates (#20344, #20345, #20402 and #20403), and 

five of the “Willow” pattern plates (#20348, #20349, #20399, #20458 and #20506), indicating that 

various sets were available and in use possibly at the same time, with different sets used for 

different meals and/or different occasions, such as an everyday set and one perhaps reserved more 

for special occasions. 

 

Cesspit fill 3414, belonging to house number 35/37 Alma Street, also contained evidence for at 

least one tableware setting, with seven blue transfer-printed “Albion” pattern plates out of the total 

nine identified being found within this deposit (#20638-#20644). 

 

The most simply decorated ware represented here, as well as one of the cheapest to manufacture, is 

the banded ware, as was also seen in the earlier discussed teaware section.  Both the banded pattern 

numbers of ‘2’ and ‘6’ were represented here on more than one item and also in the functions of 

both teaware and tableware/serving-related roles, further indicating the popularity of this 

decorative type and that full sets, comprising teaware, tableware and serving dishes could be 

readily purchased.  An indication of this cross-over between consumption functions can be seen in 

relation to the banded pattern ‘2’ occurring here on table and serving-related shapes, including a 

plate, small plate and sauce tureens (Table 4.4), as well as on the teaware-related shapes of cups 

and saucers (Table 4.2).  This is further confirmed by the presence within cesspit fill 3400, 

associated with 38/40 Edward Street, of the pattern ‘2’ occurring on the two sauce tureens 

(#20390/#20437 and #20333), a small plate (#20330/#20389), two cups (#20331 and #20332), and 

four saucers (#20327, #20328, #20329/#20391 and #20388), indicating its popularity was not 

limited to only the one role. 

 

Blue was the predominant colour represented on the banded ware here, with both patterns ‘2’ and 

‘6’ featuring four bands but of differing thicknesses and placement on the individual items to make 

them unique sets.  Also, although the thickness and/or number of bands may differ between items, 

this did not necessarily prevent individual items from being used simultaneously as the overall 

simplicity of the ware would make the items ideally suited to mix-and-matching if the need arose, 

especially if the same colour, such as blue, was used.  An indication of this can also perhaps be 

seen in cesspit fill 3400, where pattern ‘6’ was identified on 1 MIC cup (#20324) and 2 MIC 

saucers (#20322 and #20323), alongside the already mentioned pattern ‘2’, with both being very 

similar to each other.  The simple form of decoration that the banded ware represented would have 

made for an easily achieved uniformity of the table setting even if the actual number of linear 

bands varied between individual items. 
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5.0 Evidence of Children on Site 
 

5.1 Introduction 

Within the ceramic category of artefacts the items that are usually identified as indicating the 

presence of children within the archaeological record of a site are usually related to items that 

reflected children’s eating habits.  Children’s toys, in the form of ceramic marbles, toy tea sets and 

dolls, were not catalogued within this general ceramic category, but were instead catalogued as part 

of the miscellaneous/small finds category and so will be discussed within that particular specialist 

report. 

 

 

5.2 Children’s Tableware 

Six ceramics were recovered from the site which indicated that children had indeed been present. 

This was reflected in the items specifically associated with children’s dining behaviour, in the 

shapes of mugs and small plates.  Three mugs and three plates were identified as being specifically 

related to young children and were recovered in just two contexts, both of which were cesspit fills. 

 

Four of the items were recovered from the cesspit fill 3400, identified as belonging to houses at 

number 38/40 Edward Street.  These four items were two small plates and two mugs, the details of 

which are as follows: 

 

Five sherds from a fine earthenware small plate, with a rim diameter of 160mm, were recovered 

from the uppermost part of the cesspit fill (spit 1).  This plate featured three rows of small moulded 

flower heads completely covering the marley and extending onto the cavetto.  The brown transfer-

printed scene on the base features a frog and mouse fighting each other with stems of rye field 

grass by the edge of a pond, with the title of the pattern, "THE COMBATANTS" featured below 

the scene (#20368).  No manufacturer’s mark was present, with the dating of the item 

conservatively put at c1830+ (Photo 1). 

 

Nine sherds from another fine earthenware small plate, with a rim diameter of 170mm, were 

recovered from a lower spit of the fill deposit (spit 3).  This plate featured moulded floral sprays 

on the marley with the black transfer-printed scene remaining on the base featuring two figures 

sitting under a tree on a riverbank, with the pattern title, “THE MUSICIANS” below the scene 

(#20478).  Again, no manufacturer’s mark was present, with this plate also conservatively dated 

from c1830+ (Photo 2). 

 

One sherd from a fine earthenware mug, with a rim diameter of 55mm, was also found within the 

same spit as the above “The Musicians” pattern plate (spit 3).  This mug featured a thin gilded line 

on its rim edge and the remains of some blue transfer-printed script on the exterior body - “… 

(Pr)esent …” (#20472).  The full script probably read along the lines of “A Present For A Good 

Boy” or “A Present For A Good Girl”.  Riley illustrates various examples of these, both in mug 

and small plate form, in her book on children’s ceramics.16  No manufacturer’s basemark was 

again present, however with the combined use of transfer printing and gilding present on an 

earthenware body, this item was dated from c1850+. 

 

Another sherd from a fine earthenware mug, with a rim diameter of 60mm, was also found within 

the same spit as the above mug (spit 3).  This clobbered mug featured a red handpainted line on its 

interior rim edge with the large brown transfer-printed letters of “K” and “L”, with additional 

green hand painting, on its exterior body.  Two small scenes, also in brown transfer print, 

remained between the letters, with the first showing a young girl helping an old man to walk, and 

the second showing children seated around a male figure dressed in flowing robes (#20473).  The 

                                              
16 Riley 1991:20-29 
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scenes may represent kindness (“K) and learning (“L”).  Examples of these so-called ‘Alphabet’ 

mugs or plates are also illustrated in Riley’s book.17  Again, no manufacturer’s mark was present, 

with this plate conservatively dated from c1830+. 

 

 

Photo 1: The Combatants (scale gradations 1cm)  

 

 

The remaining two items that were also identified as being specific markers for the presence of 

children were recovered from the cesspit fill 3414, identified as belonging to the houses at number 

35/37 Alma Street. These two items were a small plate and a mug. 

 

A sherd from a fine earthenware small plate, with a rim diameter of 180mm, was recovered 

featuring the remains of a moulded flower on the marley and miscellaneous black transfer print 

                                              
17 Riley 1991:124-131 
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with added green and red hand painting remaining on the interior base (#20606).  The small 

diameter of the plate, coupled with the moulded floral motif on the marley and the fairly 

rudimentary application of the red and green hand painting on the base, were all markers 

commonly found on children’s plates.  With no manufacturer’s mark again present, the plate was 

dated from c1830+. 

 

Photo 2: The Musicians (Scale gradations 1cm) 

 

 

The last item recovered that was identified specifically with children within the general ceramics 

category of artefacts was another mug.  A sherd from a semi-vitreous fine earthenware mug, with a 

rim diameter of 65mm and a height of 66mm, featured the remains of miscellaneous green transfer 

printing on its exterior body (#20624).  Although the pattern itself was not identifiable, the height 

and diameter of the mug enabled it to be included within this category of ware.  With no 

manufacturer’s mark present it was the fabric type that suggested the mug dated from at least 

c1840+. 

 

Although the number of actual ceramics that could be specifically attributed to usage by children 

within the general ceramic category was small, their presence within the archaeological record was 
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tangible evidence that families were part of the history of the site, here specifically relating to the 

houses at 38/40 Edward Street and 35/37 Alma Street where these six individual items were 

recovered from their associated cesspits. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
 

6.1 Conclusion 

The site study area of 50-72 Union Street, Pyrmont, contained three street frontages - Union, 

Edward and Alma Streets - and had the potential to yield evidence pertaining to Pyrmont’s 

nineteenth-century residential development.  It was hoped that evidence associated with the houses 

and other associated structures and archaeological deposits - including underfloor deposits, 

cesspits, wells and general rubbish deposits - would have survived the 1920s construction of the 

Anchor Flour Mill and also its later demolition in the 1980s.  The mill complex covered the entire 

study area, with the exception of the extant “New York Family Hotel” situated on the corner of 

Edward and Union Streets, and included the main mill building, associated wheat cleaning and 

flour warehouses, and 20 silos.  It was assumed that the demolition of the houses and the 

subsequent construction and then later demolition of the flour mill would have impacted quite 

severely upon at least some sections of the study area. Indeed the high level of overall disturbance 

became clearly evident once archaeological excavation began. 

 

Given the level of impact of twentieth-century activities across much of the site, especially in 

relation to the construction of the Anchor Flour Mill in the 1920s, coupled with the relatively small 

number and fragmentary nature of the majority of the ceramic assemblage recovered in relation to 

the underfloor deposits, it was decided to focus on those archaeological contexts featuring the 

largest number of ceramics, including those relating to cesspit fills.  Other areas to be focussed on 

included: what, if any, conjoins were found across contexts? Was there any evidence for the 

presence of children within the ceramic category? What patterns were identified within the 

tableware and teaware categories of ceramic? 

 

Six contexts, containing the largest amount of ceramics found on site, were discussed within the 

scope of this report.  Three of the contexts related to underfloor deposits and three to cesspit fills.  

Context 3211 was assigned to the underfloor deposit in room 1 of house number 66 Union Street 

and featured a total of 44 ceramic items (87 fragments).  This house was built by the early 1840s 

and was one of the earliest built in Union Street.  Context 3223 was assigned to a deposit within 

room 3 of house number 64 Union Street and contained a total of 47 ceramics (53 fragments).  

This house was also built by the early 1840s.  Context 3231 was the third underfloor deposit 

discussed, containing 48 ceramics (75 fragments), and found within room 4 of house number 64 

Union Street.  Context 3400 was the fill from cesspit 3401, associated with house numbers 38/40 

Edward Street, and contained a total of 197 ceramics (636 fragments).   Context 3406 was the 

lowermost fill within cesspit 3409, associated with house numbers 31/33 Alma Street, and 

contained a total of 47 ceramics (99 fragments), salvaged after the fill was machine excavated due 

to contamination concerns.  The final context discussed was that of context 3414, the original cess 

and rubbish fill within cesspit 3415, associated with 35/37 Alma Street and which contained a total 

of 101 ceramics (356 fragments).  The houses in Alma Street were thought to have been built 

sometime in the early 1860s. 

 

The ceramics recovered from the six discussed contexts all reflected household domestic 

environments and all featured decorative types and identified patterns that were commonly 

associated with assemblages recovered from deposits dating from at least the middle of the 

nineteenth century. The combined assemblage was indicative of the wide variety of choice available 

to the consumer within the Sydney marketplace from this time.  The overall lack of ceramics 

identified more specifically with early nineteenth-century deposits, such as lead-glazed, creamware, 

pearlware, shell-edged ware and Chinese export porcelain, further supported this.  The houses on 

Union Street were built by the early 1840s and the three contexts associated with 66 Union Street 

(3211) and 64 Union Street (3223 and 3231) contained ceramic assemblages that supported these 

deposits dating from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards.  Context 3211 contained the 
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“Aladdin” pattern, dating from 1846, and the “Flower Garden Border” pattern, dating from 1880, 

suggesting that this underfloor deposit accumulated over a number of decades.  Context 3223 

featured the “Gem” pattern, dating from 1851 to 1893, and context 3231 featured the “Maltese 

Scroll” pattern which is dated between 1862 and 1882.  Cesspit fill 3400, identified with 38/40 

Edward Street, contained a pattern and associated basemark that indicated the fill occurred post-

1873, with the presence of the “Etruscan” pattern on a number of teaware-related items.  Houses 

on Alma Street were believed to have been built sometime in the early 1860s and the ceramics 

recovered from the two cesspit fills relating to houses 31/33 Alma Street (3406) and 35/37 Alma 

Street (3414) supported this, with context 3406 featuring the “Nosegay” pattern dating from 1862 

and a stoneware bottle basemark dating from 1866, and context 3414 featured a pattern registration 

diamond basemark dating from 1862. 

 

A number of ceramics were found to conjoin between various squares and/or spits within 

individual contexts, depending on whether they were associated with underfloor deposits or cesspit 

fills.  These 41 ceramic items (276 fragments) were found within five contexts.  Five of the 

conjoining items were recovered from underfloor deposits located within individual rooms of 

houses and were either found to conjoin with sherds from neighbouring grid squares or else from 

different spits within the same room.  These conjoins were therefore only catalogued separately 

because of the excavation methodology used and not because the contexts themselves were related 

to different deposits or phases of occupation.  Context 3211 belonged to 66 Union Street and 

contexts 3223, 3231 and 3232 to 64 Union Street.  The overwhelming majority of the conjoining 

ceramics, 36 items, were from the cesspit fill 3400, associated with the house numbers 38/40 

Edward Street.  These 36 ceramics featured conjoins between different spits of the same fill, and 

thus were also again only catalogued separately due to the excavation methodology used and not 

because they reflected different fills or depositional episodes. 

 

The brief discussion relating to teaware and tableware items here concerned the specific shapes, 

decorative types and patterns identified on more than one item within each distinctive functional 

group. The range of teaware and tableware ceramics identified was indicative of the choices 

available, particularly from the mid nineteenth century onwards, covering both individual taste and 

affordability.  However, the decorative types and identified patterns commonly found on other 

Sydney excavated sites with deposits dating from at least the mid nineteenth century onwards, were 

once again found to be present here too, reflecting perhaps that affordability of some of the more 

popular patterns over other lesser known ones, and their easy availability within the marketplace 

over the long term, held more sway than individual taste. 

 

The number of ceramics that could be specifically attributed to usage by children, thus showing 

evidence of their habitation on the site, was here limited to just three mugs and three plates, which 

were specifically related to the cesspit fills associated with the houses at 38/40 Edward Street and 

35/37 Alma Street.  For more evidence of children refer to the miscellaneous/small finds specialist 

report which will discuss any children’s toys and games, ceramic or otherwise. 
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